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There have been many attempts to predict stock market returns using regression
algorithms. However, from the viewpoint of an investor, the stock market can be
interpreted as a classification problem with the decision to buy or short sell a stock
market index or to remain market neutral. Most studies using classification models
have used a binary target, either to buy or to sell the index based on the prediction of
their classification model. These kinds of strategies are vulnerable to misclassification
and high trading costs because they do not separate very low returns from very high
ones, and therefore make trading actions frequently. In this thesis two different
approaches are used to reduce the misclassification rate and overall costs. One
approach is to use multiclass targets, where a buying or selling action is only triggered
if the return is above or below some threshold. Another approach is to use the
classification model probabilities to create a similar threshold. A trading action will only
be made when the model is certain enough of its prediction.

The results of this thesis show that increasing probability thresholds for buying and
selling actions on binary models increased gained profits, especially when medium or
high transaction costs were used due to fewer transactions made and fewer incorrect
short sales. Models predicting multiclass targets performed better than binary ones
when adjusting probability threshold for decision making was not done. This was due
to the same reasons as mentioned before.
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Osakemarkkinoita on usein yritetty ennustaa regressiomalleilla. Kuitenkin sijoittajan
näkökulmasta osakemarkkinasijoittaminen on luokitteluongelma, ostaa vai myydä
vaiko pysyä markkinaneutraalina. Useimmat tutkimukset, jotka ovat käyttäneet
luokittelumalleja ovat ennustaneet binääristä muuttujaa, joko ostaa tai myydä. Tällaiset
strategiat ovat haavoittuvaisia luokitteluvirheille sekä isoille kokonaiskustannuksille,
koska ne eivät erottele matalia ja korkeita tuottoja toisistaan ja täten tekevät useita
transaktioita.

Tässä

luokitteluvirheen

ja

pro-gradussa

käytetään

transaktiokustannusten

kahta

eri

minimoiseksi.

lähestymistapaa
Ensimmäinen

lähestymistapa on käyttää moniluokkamuuttujaa ennustamisessa, jossa myynti- tai
ostopäätös tehdään vain, jos tuotto on jonkin raja-arvon ala- tai yläpuolella. Toinen
lähestymistapa on käyttää luokittelumallin antamia todennäköisyyksiä samankaltaisen
raja-arvon luomiseen. Myynti- tai ostopäätös tehdään vain, jos malli on tarpeeksi
varma päätöksestään.

Tulokset osoittivat, että todennäköisyysrajan nostaminen myynti- tai ostopäätöksen
tekemiseen binäärisillä malleilla kasvatti tuottoa, etenkin käytettäessä suuria tai
keskisuuria transaktiokustannuksia. Tämä johtui pienemmästä määrästä transaktioita
sekä harvemmin tehdyistä vääristä shorttaus-päätöksistä. Moniluokkamuuttujaa
ennustavat mallit suoriutuivat paremmin kuin binääristä muuttujaa ennustavat mallit,
kun todennäköisyys raja-arvoja ei muutettu, johtuen aiemmin mainituista syistä.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There have been many attempts to predict stock index returns using regression
algorithms. However, from the viewpoint of an investor, the stock market can be
interpreted as a classification problem with the decision to buy or to sell a stock market
index or to remain market neutral. The stock index used in this thesis is S&P 500,
which is constructed from stocks of 500 US large-cap companies. Large-cap
companies have a market capitalization (number of shares multiplied with stock price)
of over 10 billion dollars. (Investopedia 2019) The S&P 500 index is weighted by market
capitalization, meaning that larger companies form a larger share of the index than
smaller companies. (S&P Dow Jones Indices 2020)

Most studies using classification models have used a binary target, either to buy or to
sell the index based on the prediction of their classification model. These kinds of
strategies make trading actions frequently because they considering very small
returns, such as 0.0001 percent, as worth of buying the index and same small negative
returns as worth of selling the index. Due to frequent trading actions these strategies
are vulnerable to high trading costs, and because they do not differentiate between low
and high returns, they might be vulnerable to misclassification. Trading costs can be
caused by, for example, fees taken by a broker or a bank to place a buying or selling
order, and by bid-ask spread. Bid-ask spread is the difference between lowest selling
price and highest buying price of the asset. (Investopedia 2020)

In this thesis two different approaches are used to reduce the misclassification rate
and overall costs. One approach is to use multiclass targets, where a buying or selling
action is only triggered if the return is above or below some threshold, returns between
the thresholds are neutral. This way the models can predict, in addition to buying and
selling, to continue as before if the return is not worth of a transaction. Another
approach is to use the classification model probabilities to create a similar threshold.
A trading action will only be made when the model is certain enough of its prediction.
Using these approaches should result in fewer transactions and therefore in smaller
trading costs. Another hypothesis is that the models predicting multiclass targets would
be more accurate on their buying and selling predictions than binary models because
large positive and negative returns should be more easily differentiable from each other
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than small positive and negative returns. Adjusting probability threshold for buying and
selling actions should also result in more accurate models because low probability
predictions should be more often wrong than predictions with high probability for the
predicted class.

Another overlooked fact is the type of return from which the targets are calculated from.
There are four different scenarios: intraday, overnight, open-to-open and close-toclose returns. The behaviour of these returns, especially intraday and overnight
returns, might be different and therefore in this thesis different returns are used as
separate targets to see if predicting some returns are easier than others.

The thesis has three research questions:

1. Can trading strategies based on predicting a multiclass target be more profitable
than strategies based on predicting a binary buy/sell target?

2. Can trading strategies based on probability thresholds be more profitable than
strategies in which trading actions are always made by choosing the action with
highest probability?

3. Does it matter which kind of return is used as a target for the predictions or do they
all result in similar performance?

1.1 Delimitations

The thesis is limited to S&P 500 index and does not study the research questions using
other indices as targets. This means that all the results might not generalize to other
stock market indices. Multiclass targets used in the thesis have three labels: selling,
neutral and buying. Targets with more labels and strategies based on them are not
studied in the thesis. Examples of strategies generated based on targets with more
than three labels can be found in Lohrmann and Luukka (2018).
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In the thesis probability threshold is limited to be used in the trading simulation and is
not used as a parameter that is optimized when the models are trained and evaluated.
Also, symmetrical probability thresholds are used. Symmetrical thresholds mean that
the probability threshold for making buying and selling actions is the same.

1.2 Structure

The thesis structure in shown in Figure 1. In introduction main motivation, research
questions and delimitations of the thesis were discussed. The second chapter contains
a literature review of previous similar studies. That chapter is used to create an
understanding of what kind of data and models have been used and how trading
simulations have been constructed in earlier studies. In the third chapter data
gathering, pre-processing and splitting are explained, and some explanatory data
analysis is done with data visualization. In that chapter also binary and multiclass
targets are formed from intraday, overnight, open-to-open and close-to-close returns.

In the fourth chapter feature selection is done using information gain, correlation and
random forests. This way only the most relevant timeseries data gathered in third
chapter will be used as predictors in the classification models. In the fifth chapter
theoretical framework of neural networks and classification model metrics used in the
thesis are discussed. In the sixth chapter neural networks with different architecture
and parameter combinations are trained using predictive variables that were chosen
in the previous chapter. Then these models are evaluated, and the best models are
selected to be used in the trading simulation. In the seventh chapter the trading
simulation is performed with the models chosen in the sixth chapter and their results
are shown. In the final chapter conclusions, limitations and possible future work are
discussed. Research questions are answered in that chapter.

12

Figure 1. Thesis structure
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the following chapter some relevant previously done research, where stock or stock
index return or movement direction was predicted, is presented. The chapter has three
different sections: data, models and trading simulation. In the data section common
data sizes, independent variables and data pre-processing steps are reviewed. This
section includes some studies which used regression models. In the model section
commonly used models, evaluation metrics and model performance results are
examined. In the trading simulation section simulation settings and results are
reviewed. The last two sections include only studies which used classification models.

2.1 Data
Previous studies have used variety of explanatory variables and in this section some
of the most common variables are presented. Information about data used in
previously done similar studies is shown in Table 1 and Table 2. All studies examined
are done in the 21st century, most of them in the last couple of years. Data used in
these studies is usually from the 21st century, which suits this study well because data
ranging from 06.09.2006 to 09.03.2020 will be used. Most studies, such as Ou & Wang
(2009), Zhong & Enke (2017) and Hoseinzade & et al. (2013), use daily data and make
predictions of either return level or movement direction (regression or classification) on
daily frequency. This study will use the same prediction frequency. All studies have at
least one stock market index as their target variable. Chung & Shin (2018), Gao & Chai
(2018) and Abolghasem & et al. (2018) have one or more individual stocks as
additional targets to evaluate if the model generalizes to individual stocks also. Nine of
the studies presented in the tables use S&P 500 as one of their targets.

The studies from Ou & Wang (2009), Chen, Daouk & Leung (2000) and Karhunen
(2018) do not include any technical indicators of the target variable as predictors.
Tufecki (2016) uses only one technical indicator: moving average. Chen et al. (2000)
and Karhunen (2018) use monthly data which is most likely the reason for not including
any technical indicators as they are usually created using daily data. From all of the
technical indicators most used are: Moving Average (MA), Relative Strength Index
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(RSI), Stochastic %K, Momentum, Moving Average Convergence Divergence
(MACD), Larry Williams %R (LW %R) and Price Rate of Change (PROC). Some
authors use different naming for the same technical indicators than others, for example
PROC is sometimes said to be ROC. Authors often use similar date ranges for
computing the indicators. For moving average, the range is often ten days, for RSI 14
days, for momentum days between one and ten and for MACD 12 and 26. Lagged
value(s) of target volume, opening, high, low and closing prices/returns are frequently
used as well. Technical indicators used in this study are explained more thoroughly in
the next chapter.

Studies which have S&P 500 as one of the target variables commonly use the following
macro-economic variables: oil, gold, US Treasury bills/yields, exchange rates, major
stocks in S&P 500 and other stock indices. Sometimes the spreads between short and
long-term treasuries are used as well. Commonly used exchange rates are USD/JPN,
USD/CAD, USD/GBP, USD/CNY and USD/EUR. Other stock indices used are, for
example, Hang Seng index, FTSE 100, Nasdaq and DAX.

Zhong & Enke (2017), Tufecki (2016), Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) and Hoseinzade &
et al. (2013) used 40 to 150 explanatory variables. Notable from these studies is the
fact that they all use some sort of feature selection or dimensionality reduction to
choose a smaller sub-space from the large number of initial features.

Scaling the data is another common data pre-processing procedure. Studies presented
here have used min-max scaling to [0,1] range, mean-centering and min-max scaling
to [-1,1] range. Huang & Liu (2018) and Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) have also
discretized some or all the inputs. Chang et al. (2016) used wavelet transform to
smoothen the target signal from noise before calculating technical indicators.
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Table 1. Previous studies, Data (1)
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Table 2. Previous studies, Data (2)
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2.2 Models
Different classification models used in the studies in Table 1 and Table 2 are presented
in Table 3. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is the most common model and it will be
also used in the thesis. Logistic regression was used in seven of the 13 studies
presented in Table 3 but it often loses to other models in terms of accuracy (Zhong &
Enke 2017; Tufecki 2016). Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines (SVM) appear
in three of the 13 studies. However, SVM is not considered as a model in this study
because it does not produce probabilities as outputs for default. Prediction accuracy
of S&P 500 varies from 50 to 81 percent. Since accuracies in other studies which have
S&P 500 as a target are between 55 and 63 percent, accuracy of over 80 percent
which Lahrimi (2011) and Ou & Wang (2009) gained seems very high.

Enke & Zhong (2017) found out that using principal component analysis (PCA) to
reduce the dimensionality slightly increases the model accuracy. They had initially 60
features and tested multiple different number of PCA components as inputs. They also
used fuzzy c-means clustering as a data pre-processing step. Tufecki (2016) and Liang
et al. (2016) found out that using feature selection to reduce the number of input
variables increases the accuracy. This suggests that including too many variables
increases noise because some of the variables might be irrelevant for the
classification.

Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) suggest that target momentum, technical indicators and
exchange rate returns are the most important variables for S&P 500 direction
classification. Hoseinzade et al. (2013) also suggest that exchange rate returns
increase model accuracy, but they also state that momentum might decrease the
accuracy. Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) were the only ones using multi-class labelling.
Huang & Liu (2018) claim that discretization of input variables increases the accuracy
of every model from 5 to 16 percent. Chen et al. (2000) state that classification models
outperform regression models in terms of predicting the correct direction.
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Table 3. Previous studies, Models
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2.3 Trading simulation
In a trading simulation, model predictions are used to make trading actions in some
test dataset, and the resulting capital is usually compared to buy & hold or some other
strategy. Studies that evaluated their model performance with trading simulation are
shown in Table 4. Some simulations use a percentage of the transaction amount as
costs while other simulations use fixed transaction costs. Studies by Enke & Zhong
(2017) and Chen et al. (2000) do not use transaction costs at all. Studies by Enke &
Zhong (2017), Chen et al. (2000) and Karhunen (2018) invest in US treasury bills when
the model predicts negative return while in other studies the target index is either just
sold or shorted when negative return is predicted.

Without transaction costs or as them being fixed most models outperform buy & hold
strategy. Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) outperformed buy & hold when the transaction
cost was less than 0.3 percent. Chiang et al. (2016) found out that denoising the target
variable before computing technical indicators increases gained returns on all 20
indices used. Chen et al. (2000) found out that using probability threshold in decision
making can increase gained returns in the simulation.

Table 4. Previous studies, Trading simulation
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3. DATA

This chapter is structured as follows: In the first section data gathered is presented and
variable engineering is explained. In the second section missing value handling is
presented. In the third section some statistics and data analysis about the timeseries
data are presented with visualization. In the last section data splitting is explained more
thoroughly.

3.1 Data gathered and features engineered

Targets used in the thesis are generated from S&P 500 returns ranging from
06.09.2006 to 09.03.2020. Data from 06.09.2006 to 18.02.2016 is used as training
data, data from 19.02.2016 to 27.02.2018 as validation data and data from 28.02.2018
to 09.03.2020 as trading simulation data. Four different returns are used to create the
targets: intraday, overnight, open-to-open and close-to-close returns. Initially for each
of these different returns three classification targets were created, but for various
reasons which will be explained later, not all targets are used in the trading simulations.
Targets created are binary and multiclass, where binary target labels are selling or
buying, and multiclass labels are formed using thresholds. These multiclass labels are
selling, no-action/neutral and buying. Thresholds chosen are (-0.5, 0.5) and (-1, 1)
percentages. First thresholds are supposed to reduce the possibility of incorrect
sell/buy action and therefore increase the average return. Second thresholds are used
to discover if predicting extreme cases would be more profitable than predicting regular
binary direction due to high returns with lower overall costs, and to see if separating
extreme returns from the regular ones is easier for the models. Continuous non-lagged
returns of S&P 500 are saved as those will be used in the trading simulation.

Initial predictor variables used in this thesis are listed in Table 5. Used stock market
indices are Hang Seng index (HSI), Nasdaq, STOXX 50, DAX, Dow Jones Industrial
Average, Nikkei225, Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) and the target index S&P 500.
HSI, STOXX 50, Nikkei225 and DAX were also used by Lohrmann & Luukka (2018).
HSI, Nasdaq, SSE, DAX and Dow Jones were used by Enke & Zhong (2017).
Hoseinzade et al. (2013) used HSI, Nasdaq, Dow Jones and DAX. These indices are
meant to provide information about recent economic changes in different markets and
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in the US. VIX, which was also used by Lohrmann and Luukka (2018), is included to
provide an estimation of volatility change in the S&P 500. When stock markets fall, VIX
increases, which suggest that VIX reflects market fear (Rosillo, Giner & Fuente 2014).
Gold and oil prices are fetched from the same sources as in the study by Lohrmann
and Luukka (2018). Gold can be considered as a safe-haven and therefore serves
similar purpose as VIX. Precious metals perform the best when stock markets have
high volatility (Hillier, Draper, & Faff 2006). Oil prices were fetched because shocks on
oil prices might have some effect on the stock markets (Apergis & Miller 2009).

For each of these time series four different variables are calculated. These variables
are: intraday and overnight returns, the difference between these two returns, and
previous day’s range, which is calculated as previous day’s highest price minus
previous day’s lowest price.

Exchange rates used are USD/CAD, USD/CNY, USD/JPY, USD/GBP and USD/EUR.
Lohrmann and Luukka (2018) used USD/JPY, USD/CNY and USD/EUR in their study.
Enke & Zhong (2017) used USD/JPY, USD/GBP, USD/CAD and USD/CNY.
Hoseinzade et al. (2013) used the same exchange rates as Enke & Zhong excluding
USD/CNY. Exchange rate returns were one of the most relevant features in the study
done by Lohrmann and Luukka (2018). Same four variables as with stock indices are
calculated from these exchange rates for all target returns.

US Treasuries with maturities of 13 weeks, ten years and 30 years and their spreads
are gathered. First differences of 13-week treasury bills are used as predictors instead
of returns to avoid very large outliers. Spreads are calculated using opening prices for
intraday and open-to-open return targets and using closing prices for overnight and
close-to-close return targets. This way most recent information is used. Spreads can
be useful at indicating economic changes (Rudebusch & Williams 2009). Weekdays
are included as predictors to evaluate if different weekdays would provide meaningful
information for forecasting. One debated effect of weekdays is the so-called Monday
or Weekend effect. According to this effect, the stock prices are on average lower on
Mondays (Pettengill 2003).
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The four previously mentioned variables are also calculated from the target index, S&P
500. In addition to these four variables, nine technical indicators or discretized versions
of the technical indicators are generated using S&P 500. These technical indicators
are Stochastic %K, RSI and MACD, and two discretized versions are created from
each of the indicators. Formula for the continuous RSI, which is used to identify
oversold/bought series (Gao & Chai 2018), is given below.
100

100 −
1+

(∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0

𝑈𝑝𝑡−𝑖⁄
𝑛)
⁄
𝐷𝑤𝑡−𝑖⁄
(∑𝑛−1
𝑛)
𝑖=0

(1)

In the Equation 1 𝑈𝑝 presents positive and 𝐷𝑤 negative return. The average of positive
returns in the period of 𝑛 days is divided by the average of negative returns in the same
period, which is 14 days in this study. This range is commonly used and was also used
by Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) and Brugos, Fuente & Rosillo (2013). Different periods
from five to 20 days were quickly tested by measuring correlation between the nonlagged S&P 500 return. There were no significant differences between the different
periods and therefore the commonly used 14 days was chosen. RSI is calculated using
intraday returns for all targets.

There are several slightly different ways RSI has been discretized in the previous
studies. Huang & Liu (2018) and Patel, Shah & Thakkar (2015) set RSI values over 70
to activate selling signals and values below 30 to activate buying signals, and the
values between 30 and 70 activated selling signal if the previous value was higher than
the current one and vice-versa. This is the first discretized RSI version used in the
thesis. Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) set RSI values over 70 to activate selling signals
and values below 30 to active buying signals. Values between got middle value 0.5.
This is the second version of RSI used in this study. Rosillo et al. (2013) set RSI values
over 70 to activate selling signals if also previous value was over 70, and values below
30 to active buying signals if previous value was below 30.

MACD is chosen to detect trend changes in returns. The formula for MACD is shown
below:
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𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑡1 − 𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑡2

(2)

where 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are the durations used to calculate Exponential Moving Averages,
which are calculated as
𝐶𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼) ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛼)2 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−2 + ⋯ + (1 − 𝛼)𝑡 ∗ 𝐶0
1 + (1 − 𝛼) + (1 − 𝛼)2 + ⋯ + (1 − 𝛼)𝑡

(3)

where 𝛼 = 2/(𝑡 + 1). In the case of MACD used in this study, 𝐶 is the index price, 𝑡1 is
12 days and 𝑡2 is 26 days. These periods are commonly used and were also used by
Huang & Liu (2018), Rosillo et al. (2013) and Patel et al. (2015). For MACD different
periods ranging from five to 20 days for 𝑡1 and twice that for 𝑡2 were tested using
correlation between non-lagged S&P 500 return but no significant differences were
found. MACD is calculated using opening prices for intraday and open-to-open return
targets and using closing prices for close-to-close and overnight return targets.

Two versions of discretized MACD are included as initial predictor variables in addition
to the continuous MACD. In the first version MACD activates buying signal if current
MACD is larger than the previous one and selling signal is activated if current MACD
is lower than previous one. This approach was also used by Patel et al. (2015) and
Huang & Liu (2018). Both studies reported higher accuracies with discrete datasets
compared to continuous ones with all models/markets. Second discretized version of
MACD includes a signal line which is 𝐸𝑀𝐴9 calculated from the MACD variable. 𝐸𝑀𝐴9
was also used as a signal line by Lohrmann & Luukka (2018) and Ulku & Prodan
(2013). Rosillo et al. (2013) used simple moving average with the same duration.
Second discretized version of MACD used in this study creates buying signals if MACD
is larger than its signal line and selling signals is MACD is lower than the signal line.
Similar approach was used by Ulku & Prodan (2013).

Stochastic %K was one of the most used technical indicators in the previous studies.
It is calculated as:
𝐶𝑡 − 𝐿𝐿𝑛
∗ 100
𝐻𝐻𝑛 − 𝐿𝐿𝑛
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(4)

where 𝐶𝑡 is the index price, 𝐿𝐿𝑛 is the lowest price in period 𝑛 and 𝐻𝐻𝑛 is the highest
price in period 𝑛. In this study 𝑛 is 14 days, which is commonly used period length and
was also used by Rosillo et al. (2013). Different periods ranging from five to 20 days
were tested with correlation and once again no big differences were seen. Stochastic
K is calculated using the same prices as MACD.

From Stochastic %K also two different discretized variables are formed. First one is
done the same way as the first discrete MACD variable was created. This was the
approach used by Patel et al. (2015) and Huang & Liu (2018). Second discretized
version is done in the same way as Rosillo et al. (2013) did it. Selling signal is formed
if Stochastic %K and simple moving average of three days’ Stochastic %K (also known
as Stochastic %D) are higher than 80 and %K is less than or equal to %D. Buying
signal is formed if %K and %D are below 20 and %K is larger than or equal to %D.
There are multiple different versions and strategies to discretize these technical
indicators.
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Name

Variables:

Source for all timeseries is Yahoo
Finance

If cell is empty, then following variables were formed:
Intraday return
Overnight return
Their difference
Range

Hang Seng Index
DAX
Shanghai Stock Exchange
Dow Jones Industrial Average
NASDAQ
Nikkei225
STOXX 50
VIX
USD/GBP
USD/JPY
USD/CAD
USD/EUR
USD/CNY
iPath S&P GSCI Crude Oil Total
Return Index
SPDR Gold Shares
US Treasury bill (13 weeks)

US Treasury yield (10 years)
US Treasury yield (30 years)
Spread 30y-10y
Spread 30y-13w
Spread 10y-13w
S&P 500

Weekdays
Target

Simulation

Intraday momentum (1)
Overnight momentum (1)
Their difference
Range

30 years – 10 years
30 years – 13 weeks
10 years – 13 weeks
Intraday return
Overnight return
Their difference
Range
Stochastic %K (14)
Discrete Stochastic %K (Momentum 1)
Discrete Stochastic %K (Signal, 3)
MACD (12-26)
Discrete MACD (Momentum 1)
Discrete MACD (Signal, 9)
RSI (14)
Discrete RSI (without no-action)
Discrete RSI (with no-action)
Categorical
Binary * 4 (intraday, overnight, open-to-open and close-toclose)
Categorical (sell, neutral, buy) limits [-0.5,0.5] * 4 (intraday,
overnight, open-to-open and close-to-close)
Categorical (sell, neutral, buy) limits [-1,1] * 4 (intraday,
overnight, open-to-open and close-to-close)
S&P 500 return
Table 5. Timeseries data and features
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3.2 Missing values

Before calculating any previously mentioned variables, missing values of each
individual time series were taken care of. US treasuries had over 700 missing values
because all non-business days were included in the data as “-“ values. These values
were simply dropped. Other timeseries data had 0 to 28 missing values. Since the
number of missing values were not high, these values were linearly interpolated. This
does compromise the reliability of the data because daily returns rarely are linear in
trend. Then the individual time series data was merged as one dataset for each of the
different target returns. This caused some missing values due to some timeseries
having different observation dates. All observation days that contained missing values
in the target were dropped because these observations would make the models learn
from non-observed data and would distort the trading simulation. DAX had 60, HSI
148, Nikkei225 183, SSE 223 and Treasuries 32 missing values. Missing values in the
features calculated from stock indices were filled with zeros because these dates could
be different holidays or other discrepancies between the S&P 500 index and therefore
there should not have been any value in the first place. Missing values in treasuries
were linearly interpolated as before because they should have similar dates to S&P
500 index. The final four datasets each have 3398 observations ranging from
06.09.2006 to 09.03.2020 and 93 features of which three are target variables, one is
for trading simulation and the rest 89 are initial predictors.

3.3 Variable summaries

Boxplots of all intraday returns are displayed in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The second
figure is the same as the first one but zoomed into a smaller scale. These and all other
variable summary figures are done using the whole dataset and returns from VIX are
displayed on the right y-axis due to very different scale. Ten-year treasury yield has
the largest box and furthest whiskers (excluding VIX) meaning that it has the most
variation in intraday returns. Oil and 30-year treasury yield have quite large variation.
Oil and ten-year treasury yield have the smallest negative returns and oil has the
largest positive return. Of the stock indices SSE has the largest variation. Most stock
indices have positive median while treasury yields have negative median which
suggests that indices have been more profitable on average on daily basis, although
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median might differ from the mean. Treasury bill of 13-weeks seems to have small
variation, but this is only because it is not really a return but a difference/momentum.
Returns on exchange rates have the least variation, CNY being the most stable. CNY
also has the most negative outlier of the exchange rates, which is very far from other
observations of CNY.

Figure 2. Intraday returns

Figure 3. Intraday returns, Zoomed
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The reason for exchange rates having the least variation can be seen in Figure 4.
Exchange rate intraday returns have quite a lot of variation before mid-2010, after that
the variation drops to a much smaller scale. This is problematic because now about
half of the training data is completely different than the other half and validation/test
data (training data ends 18.02.2016). It will be hard or impossible for the models to
learn anything useful from exchange rates if the data is so different. It also seems
implausible to have such a large and sudden change in the returns. However, as few
figures later will be discovered, the change does not mean that the returns of exchange
rates are that much lower but instead the variation has shifted from intraday to
overnight returns.

Figure 4. Exchange rate intraday returns

Boxplots of overnight returns are displayed in Figure 5 and Figure 6. One observation
of oil that had 86 percent return is not shown in Figure 5. From Figure 6 can be seen
that the exchange rates have much more variation in the overnight returns than in the
intraday ones (Figure 3). On the other hand, Dow Jones, SSE and S&P 500 have much
smaller variations here than on the intraday returns. On average all variables except
exchange rates have smaller variations in overnight returns than in the intraday returns.
The median returns of stock indices are not so clearly positive overnight and the
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median returns of treasuries are not so clearly negative. Oil and 10-year treasury have
largest variations.

Figure 5. Overnight returns

Figure 6. Overnight returns, Zoomed

Overnight returns of different exchange rates are shown in Figure 7. There are some
big spikes especially during the financial crisis. Excluding these spikes, the variation of
the returns is higher after mid-2010 while situation was the opposite in Figure 4. Note
that the scales of the figures are different due to few high spikes in Figure 7. This
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explains why the intraday returns of exchange rates changed so much, the variation
shifted to overnight returns. However, the reason for this shift is not clear.

Figure 7. Exchange rate overnight returns

The difference between overnight and previous intraday returns are displayed in Figure
8 and Figure 9. This feature was calculated only for datasets using S&P 500 intraday
and open-to-open returns, for datasets with overnight and close-to-close returns
difference between intraday and previous overnight returns were calculated. In Figure
8 one observation of oil having value of 86 is not shown. Most variables have wider
boxes than on the intraday returns (Figure 3), suggesting that sometimes the overnight
and intraday return move to the opposing direction or that overnight return is much
larger than intraday one. Although this does not hold very well for the timeseries with
small overnight return variation such as S&P 500. Also, when examining Figure 3 and
Figure 6 it was seen that for variables other than exchange rates overnight return was
smaller than intraday one. This means that the reason for wider boxes in Figure 9 than
in Figure 3 seems to be the opposing direction of overnight and previous intraday
returns. Some variables also have higher maximum or lower minimum values than on
intraday returns which indicates that on extreme cases the increase or decline does
not continue after the trading day, at least in the evening.
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Figure 8. Overnight - previous intraday return

Figure 9. Overnight - previous intraday return, Zoomed

The difference between intraday and previous overnight return is presented in Figure
10. This variable was calculated for datasets with targets formed from overnight and
close-to-close returns. There are no big differences compared to Figure 9, excluding
the fact that now most boxplots are mirrored against x-axis. This means, for example,
that medians that were negative in the previous figure are positive now.
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Figure 10. Intraday - previous overnight return, Zoomed

Range variable statistics are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. These variables were
mean-centered by subtracting variable’s mean and dividing it by its standard deviation.
This way all the different ranges were changed to the same scale. CNY had one value
of 55, EUR 58 and GBP 56 that are not shown in Figure 11. Largest maximum values
are found on 13-week treasury, but it also has one of the smallest boxes. This means
that even though it has many extreme values, half of its values fall in a small range.

Figure 11. Zero-mean centered ranges
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CNY, EUR and GBP ranges also have small boxes. The variation on EUR range is so
small that it probably is not very good at separating the target classes. It is notable that
even though every variable has zero-mean, almost all variables have a median close
to -0.25. This is because range can only have extreme cases in one direction, to the
positive one. Range cannot be negative and therefore positive extreme cases push
the mean higher than the median is.

Figure 12. Zero-mean centered ranges, Zoomed

Boxplots of different spreads are shown in Figure 13. Spread between the shortest and
the longest maturity treasuries has the most variation. It is notable how sometimes the
spread between the shortest maturity treasury and longer maturity treasuries is
negative. The spreads were calculated from opening prices for datasets using intraday
and open-to-open returns and from closing prices for datasets using overnight and
close-to-close returns, but the spreads do not really differ for these two prices, which
is why only spreads calculated from opening prices are shown.
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Figure 13. Spreads

Boxplots of continuous S&P 500 technical indicators are shown in Figure 14. These
indicators were calculated from opening prices for datasets using intraday and opento-open returns and from closing prices for datasets using overnight and close-to-close
returns, but like the spreads they do not differ noticeably which is why only indicators
calculated from opening prices are shown. MACD is shown on the right y-axis.
Stochastic %K has a wide box that is skewed more towards hundred than to zero. This
means that fairly big proportion of observations are overbought according to stochastic
%K compared to the proportion of oversold ones. Median of stochastic %K is almost
80 which was used as a limit in the creation of selling signals on the second discretized
version. This means that there will be more selling than buying signals generated by
stochastic %K. RSI is more subtle and has a median of about 55 and the whole box is
between 70 and 40. However, the upper whisker is still much closer to hundred than
the lower whisker is to zero, which means that most likely more selling signals are
produced than buying ones. Almost the whole box of MACD is over zero, which means
that often the shorter EMA is more positive than the longer one. This means that the
trend of the target index has been in general increasing more often than declining.
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Figure 14. Continuous technical indicators

Discretized technical indicators are presented in Figure 15. Variables with “_disc”
ending are the first versions, same as used by Patel et al. (2015) and Huang & Liu
(2018). Variables with “_sign” ending are the second versions. First version of
stochastic %K has some neutral values because if the current value was equal to the
previous one, it was set to neutral. Patel et al. (2015) and Huang & Liu (2018) did not
describe how they proceeded with equal values. Otherwise this variable has roughly
equal amount of selling and buying signals. Stochastic %K discretized with a signal
line has a lot of neutral values and only a few buying signals. This might result in poor
performance predicting binary targets but perhaps it will perform well on more extreme
targets. It has more selling signals which was anticipated based on Figure 14. MACD
variables have similar amount of buying and selling signals. Both RSI variables have
more selling than buying signals which is not surprising based on Figure 14. The
second RSI variable has a lot of neutral signals, most of the RSI values in Figure 14
were between the thresholds.
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Figure 15. Discretized technical indicators

Different S&P 500 returns are displayed in Figure 16. The abbreviations in the legend
are different returns. For example, CC is close-to-close return. Different background
colours represent training (red), validation (green) and trading simulation (blue)
datasets. In 2008 all returns had much higher volatility than on average which is due
to the financial crisis. Having that period in the training data might decrease the
accuracy in validation and trading simulation period, because the training and
validation/trading simulation periods can be quite different. However, there are still
many years of training data after the financial crisis and the fact that the model has
“seen” one crisis might help it to cope if a second one would strike. CC, OO and OC
(intraday) returns are very similar which can also be seen from the small variation of
CO (overnight) returns. Only when overnight returns vary the other returns can be
different. Even during financial crisis overnight returns vary much less than intraday
ones. This dynamic of relatively little varying overnight returns changes during 2018
when the overnight returns are almost as large as intraday ones. It is a bit problematic
that the target returns seem to act differently during training and trading simulation
periods because the models might not be able to generalize what they have learned.
Overnight returns have many stable periods which might make it difficult for the models
to learn anything useful if some of the predictors do not have similar stable periods or
other change of behaviour.
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Figure 16. S&P 500 returns

3.4 Data splitting

The data was split into three different sets for each of the four datasets, one for training,
one for model validation and one for trading simulation. Training data contains 70
percent of the whole data, from 06.09.2006 to 18.02.2016. Validation and test sets are
each 15 percent of the whole data, about two years each. Target label distributions of
all different target returns in the training data are shown in Figure 17. On y-axis both
the actual frequencies and percentages of the training data are shown. The bars are
grouped by target type (binary, middle and extreme) and the first bar in each group is
overnight return target (CO), the second bar is intraday return target (OC), the third bar
is open-to-open return target (OO) and the fourth bar is close-to-close return target
(CC). Binary target is quite evenly distributed having about 55 percent positive and 45
percent negative returns in intraday, open-to-open and close-to-close returns and the
other way around for overnight returns. The reason for more negative returns in
overnight target is due to zero-returns which were included in the set of selling signals.
Overnight returns had in total 215 zero-returns which all were in the training set. In the
middle target, which is +/- 0.5 percent, neutral class is the largest one. Buying and
selling classes still have sizeable share of observations in intraday, open-to-open and
close-to-close returns. In overnight returns there are 20 buying and 30 selling signals,
much less than in the other returns. In the extreme limit, which is +/- 1 percent, the
neutral class is by far the largest. Still buying and selling classes for intraday, open-to-
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open and close-to-close returns have relatively many observations considering that
the return is plus/minus one percent in just one trading day. Overnight target has only
one selling and two buying signals. Intraday, open-to-open and close-to-close return
targets are distributed very similarly in the training data, and therefore the models that
will be taught for the different return targets will likely be very similar. Because
overnight returns had only few non-neutral observations on middle and the extreme
targets they are discarded, and no models are trained to predict those returns. Most
likely there are not enough of non-neutral observations to learn anything useful.

Figure 17. Target class distributions, Training data

Same target label distributions in the validation data can be seen in Figure 18. Now
also overnight return binary target has similar roughly 45 percent selling and 55 percent
buying signal distribution. Open-to-open return binary target has now over 60 percent
buying signals. In the middle target the situation is quite different from the one in the
training data. Intraday, open-to-open and close-to-close return buying and selling
classes have relatively much less observations than in the training data. The situation
is especially skewed for extreme target. This might result in poor model performance
because the training data is very different. The high number of extreme returns in the
training data is due to the financial crisis in the late 2000s.
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Figure 18. Target class distributions, Validation data

Same target label distributions in the trading simulation (test) data are shown in Figure
19. Binary target looks similar as before, but the other targets do not. There are much
more buying and selling signals in the middle and extreme targets than in the validation
data. For intraday, open-to-open and close-to-close returns there are almost as large
share of buying and selling signals in the middle targets as in the training set. For
overnight returns the situation is very different to the one in the training data. This also
makes both open-to-open and close-to-close returns more extreme than intraday
returns, which can be seen by comparing the amount of buying and selling
observations of these returns in the middle or extreme targets. This suggests that
overnight and intraday returns move to the same direction, which is contradictory to
the findings in variable summaries. However, the variable summary suggestions of
opposing intraday and overnight returns did not hold for S&P 500 due to small
overnight return variation. Because there are quite many selling and buying signals
even for extreme targets, there is a good chance to make profit if these extreme cases
are predicted with decent accuracy.
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Figure 19. Target class distributions, Simulation data
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4. FEATURE SELECTION

Dimensionality reduction can be divided into feature selection and feature extraction
methods. Feature extraction is the process of transforming and combining initial
features into fewer newer ones which still contain most of the original information.
Feature selection is the process of reducing the number of initial features, i.e. to obtain
a subset of the features that contains most of the original information. Dimensionality
reduction is important because machine learning models usually do not perform well
with high dimensionality, especially if some of the dimensions (features) are noisy.
(Canedo, Marono & Betanzos 2015) Dimensionality reduction also makes it possible
to create simpler models that are faster to train, as there are fewer inputs and therefore
parameters to learn. Dimensionality reduction was found to be beneficial in similar
studies done by Tufecki (2016), Liang et al. (2016) and Enke & Zhong (2017), as was
mentioned in the literature review. In this thesis dimensionality reduction is
implemented as feature selection.

Feature selection methods used in the thesis are information gain, correlation and
random forest feature importance. These methods are implemented in Python using
the training data. The chapter is structured as follows: first the theoretical frameworks
for these methods are shown after which the results are displayed for each target. The
subsets of the features used in the predictive models are presented in the final section.

4.1 Information gain

Information gain originates from information theory and is used to quantify how much
entropy decreases when a split in one variable is made based on another. Entropy is
computed as
𝑘

− ∑ 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 ) ∗ log 2 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 )

(5)

𝑖=1

where 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 ) is the probability of an observation to belong to class 𝑖 and 𝑘 is the number
of classes. It measures the impurity of a variable. (Raileanu & Stoffel 2004) The
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calculation of ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 ∗ log 2 (𝑝𝑖 ) results in a negative number which is why before the
summation a minus sign is included.

Information gain is then computed by splitting the data by some variable and computing
how much this initial entropy of the target variable decreases after making the split.
Formula for information gain is as follows:
𝑘

𝑛

𝑘

− ∑ 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 ) ∗ log 2 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 ) + ∑ 𝑝(𝑡𝑗 ) ∗ ∑ 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 |𝑡𝑗 ) ∗ log 2 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 |𝑡𝑗 )
𝑖=1

𝑗=1

(6)

𝑖=1

where 𝑝(𝑡𝑗 ) is the probability of an observation to belong to splitting variable 𝑡 class 𝑗,
𝑛 is the number of classes in the splitting variable 𝑡, 𝑝(𝑐𝑖 |𝑡𝑗 ) is the probability of an
observation to belong to target variable class 𝑖 given that it belongs to splitting variable
class 𝑗. (Raileanu & Stoffel 2004) First part of the summation measures entropy of the
target variable before the split (same as Equation 5). Second part measures the
probability of observation belonging to splitting variable 𝑡 class 𝑗, multiplied with the
entropy of the target variable using only observations belonging to the splitting variable
𝑡 class 𝑗. This is then summed up for every splitting variable class 𝑛 and summed with
initial entropy. Lowest value of information gain is zero, because you cannot end up
with higher impurity than you started with. The maximum value is one, which means
that the target classes are perfectly split into their own groups using the variable 𝑡.

The Equation 6 is designed for discrete variables but can be used with continuous ones
by dividing the splitting variable into multiple bins or categories: by discretization of the
continuous splitting variable. Different versions of information gain for continuous
variables are existing, but in this study the previously mentioned binning approach is
used. Two different information gains are computed for continuous variables, one with
four classes where the bins are calculated as 25 percent quantiles, and another with
20 classes produced with five percent quantiles. Quantiles are used instead of just
dividing the variables into equally distant bins because equal distant bins are
vulnerable to outliers. If one observation has a value much larger or smaller than the
average, then there can be many empty or nearly empty bins and most observations
fall into just a couple of bins.
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However, equally distant bin approach had to be used with all four variables created
from 13-week treasury bill, CNY range, ten-year treasury yield range and 30-year
treasury yield range because some of the quantiles in these timeseries had the same
values (due to very small variation). Having equal values for the bins is problematic in
the information gain calculation. Equal distant bin approach does put those variables
into a bit unfavourable position if they have outliers due to previously mentioned empty
and packed bins. Results from larger quantiles should be more comparable with
discrete explanatory variables, as they have two to four classes.

4.2 Correlation
Pearson’s correlation coefficient measures linear dependency between two variables.
The formula for it is as follows:
1
∑𝑛 (𝑥
) (𝑦
𝑛 − 1 ∗ 𝑖=1 𝑖 − 𝑥̅ ∗ 𝑖 − 𝑦̅)
√ 1 ∗ ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )2 ∗ √ 1 ∗ ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅)2
𝑛−1
𝑛−1

(7)

where 𝑥̅ and 𝑦̅ are the means of the variables and 𝑛 is the number of observations.
The numerator contains the formula for sample covariance which measures if and how
much the variables move in the same direction from their mean. It is positive if on
average both variables are on the same side of their mean when considering all
observations. The denominator contains the product of the variables’ standard
deviations and is used to scale the covariance between [-1,1]. One is perfect positive
correlation, zero is no correlation and minus one is perfect negative correlation.

4.3 Random forest feature importance

Random Forest Classifier works by creating multiple decision trees that all use some
subset of the features. The goal of a decision tree classifier is to separate the target
variable classes by generating series of if-then rules based on the predictors (for
example, if age is less than 25, then observation belongs to class 0, else class 1).
These rules are generated using some information metric, such as information gain.
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(Liu, Li Q., Li T. & Chen 2018) Because each rule creates two nodes and the rules are
chained together, the final structure looks like a upside down tree (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Example of a decision tree (Liu, Li Q., Li T. & Chen 2018)

In the thesis random forest is implemented using Python’s sklearn package. According
to sklearn’s source code, one decision tree calculates importance of each split by
comparing how much does the weighted impurity of a node decrease after the split.
The formula for calculating single split importance is:
𝑤𝑗 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡(𝑗) 𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡(𝑗) − 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑗) 𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑗)

(8)

where 𝑤𝑗 is the probability of an observation to belong to the node 𝑗, and 𝐶𝑗 is the
impurity of that node. Impurity is calculated in the thesis as entropy (Equation 5) but
other measures do exist. Left and right are the nodes that were formed after the split,
therefore the indexing 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡(𝑗), 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑗) (GitHub/scikit-learn 2019a)

For each feature, the importance of all splits that feature was used for is then summed
and divided by the sum of all split importances. This means that the importance of each
feature is relative to the importance of all other features and the sum of importances
equals to one. This procedure is done to all decision trees. In random forest this relative
feature importance of each feature in each tree is then averaged over all decision trees
and normalized by dividing it by the sum of all averaged relative feature importances.
This means that feature importance of all variables together equals to one.
(GitHub/scikit-learn 2019b) For constructing the forest following parameters were
chosen: 250 decision trees, minimum samples in a leaf had to be at least five percent
of the training data and information gain was used as the splitting criteria.
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In this study random forest feature importance is calculated as previously mentioned
and a correlation adjusted version is used. Correlation adjusted importance is
calculated as feature importance multiplied with the sum of absolute correlation with
other features and itself. This adjusted feature importance is used because highly
correlated variables could end up with smaller importance. For example, if one would
accidentally include some variable, which would be able to make one good split on the
target, twice in the model, then the decision tree would randomly choose one of these
variables to make a good split, while the other is deemed useless. This means that the
variable first chosen to make a split will have higher importance in that tree even though
they explain the same phenomenon. This random choice will decrease the average
importance of both variables when the number of trees increases because sometimes
it uses the first variable and sometimes the second. This is also true if one would
include a perfectly negatively correlated variable in the model. However, random forest
does decrease this effect by randomly excluding some of the variables when training
one decision tree.

4.4 Feature importance results

4.4.1 Open-to-close return (OC, intraday return)

Feature importance results for intraday return binary target are shown in Figure 21.
Score from information gain with 25 percent quantile is on the y-axis, correlation
adjusted random forest score is on the x-axis, score from information gain with five
percent quantile is presented as marker colour and the absolute correlation with S&P
500 non-lagged return is presented as the marker size. In the legend below the title
meanings of different marker shapes are presented. Nasdaq overnight return has the
largest correlation (0.52), information gain on both quantiles and random forest feature
importance (both correlation-adjusted and regular one, which is not shown here).
Correlation-adjusted and regular random forest feature importance did not provide very
different results considering the variable order/rank. Other relatively well performing
variables are VIX, STOXX 50, S&P 500, ten-year treasury yield, 30-year treasury yield,
Dow Jones, and oil overnight returns and STOXX 50, VIX and Nasdaq overnight and
intraday return difference. Different feature importance metrics provide similar results.
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Figure 21. Intraday return binary target feature importance

Variables with largest markers and, therefore, the largest absolute correlation were
overnight returns or overnight and intraday return differences of some stock indices
and treasury yields. These all had positive correlation, excluding VIX. Variable sizes
are the same on all three intraday return feature importance figures because
correlation is measured using continuous target return.

Feature importance scores for intraday return +/- 0.5 percent target are shown in
Figure 22. Once again Nasdaq overnight return seems to be the most informative
variable. Other relatively important features are STOXX 50, VIX, S&P 500, Dow Jones,
ten-year treasury yield, oil and 30-year treasury yield overnight returns, STOXX 50,
Nasdaq and VIX overnight and intraday return differences, all three continuous
technical indicators and VIX and STOXX 50 ranges. Ranges and technical indicators
do not correlate with the target return but seem to be useful according random forest
and information gain. According to the same feature selection methods, these
variables were not considered useful for the prediction of the binary target.
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Figure 22. Intraday return +/- 0.5 percent target feature importance

Feature importance scores on +/- 1 percent return target are displayed in Figure 23.
Nasdaq overnight return is the most informative feature again. Other informative
features are STOXX 50, Nasdaq, VIX, S&P 500, Treasury yield, Dow Jones and oil
overnight returns, STOXX 50, Nasdaq and VIX overnight and intraday return
differences, continuous technical indicators and VIX, Dow, S&P 500 and CAD ranges.

Figure 23. Intraday return +/- 1 percent target feature importance
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4.4.2 Open-to-open return (OO)

In Figure 24, Figure 25 and Figure 26 are presented open-to-open return predictor
variable informativity. The most informative variables are the same as with intraday
return targets. This is because intraday and open-to-open return targets use the same
variables, and the two returns were very similar in the training data due to only slightly
varying S&P 500 overnight returns. There are some slight differences, but same
variables will be used as predictors in the models.

Figure 24. Open-to-open return binary target feature importance

Figure 25. Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 return target feature importance
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Figure 26. Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent target feature importance

4.4.3 Close-to-close return (CC)

Close-to-close return binary target feature importance scores are shown in Figure 27.
Now the variables are much worse at providing information about the target than with
intraday return binary target. This is because on intraday and open-to-open return
binary targets there were overnight returns of other indices available to use as
predictors, but for close-to-close returns one intraday return happens after the previous

Figure 27. Close-to-close return binary target feature importance
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overnight return. As highlighted previously, all the most informative variables about
intraday return targets were overnigth return related. Suprisingly intraday return does
not provide as much help to predict next close-to-close return as overnight returns did
for next intraday and open-to open-returns. Also, previous intraday returns were not
informative about next intraday or open-to-open returns either. It seems that using
information from the previous trading day is too outdated because something might
change overnigth.

Largest absolute correlations were found on S&P 500 intraday return and intraday and
overnight return difference, and DOW intraday return and intraday and overnight return
difference. Correlation of these variables were roughly - 0.1 (absolutely speaking 0.1).
Now also the correlation adjusted and regular random forest give different results due
to the fact that the variables are not that informative. The problem with correlation
adjusted random forest is that when there are not any informative variables, the
correlation has much higher weight than the random forest feature importance and
pushes highly correlated variables further from the rest.

Feature importances of close-to-close return +/- 0.5 percent target predictors are
displayed in Figure 28. All continuous technical indicators and VIX and STOXX 50
ranges are the most informative. No noteworthy differences were discovered between
regular and correlation adjusted random forest importance. The most informative

Figure 28. Close-to-close return +/- 0.5 target feature importance
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variables are the same as with intraday return +/- 0.5 percent target, excluding the fact
that the same overnight returns are not available for both targets.

Close-to-close return +/- 1 percent target feature importances are shown in Figure 29.
Most informative variables are continuous technical indicators and VIX, STOXX 50,
S&P 500, DOW and CAD ranges.

Figure 29. Close-to-close return +/- 1 percent target feature importance

Based on the feature selection methods it seems that the variables used in the thesis
are more informative about binary intraday and open-to-open return targets than about
binary close-to-close return target, mostly because information which is gotten
overnight seems to provide information about the target return of the next training day.
Continuous technical indicators and some range variables are likely to be useful in
predicting more extreme close-to-close returns, but the models built to predict closeto-close return targets will most likely be less accurate than models predicting intraday
and open-to-open returns because they have access to overnight information.
Therefore, the decision was made not to attempt to predict any close-to-close return
targets in the thesis.
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4.4.4 Close-to-open return (CO, overnight return)

Feature importances of overnight return binary target predictors are presented in
Figure 30. The most important features are spreads and S&P 500 overnight return
from the previous day. S&P 500 overnight return had the largest negative correlation,
-0.12. Other informative features are Dow Jones overnight return and overnight and
intraday return difference, and Nasdaq overnight return, but they do not seem that
informative with regular random forest feature importance (which cannot be seen from
the figure). Instead 13-week treasury bill range seems to be important with regular
random forest. It has low information gain value most likely because equally distant
bins approach was used instead of quantiles, leaving it vulnerable to outliers.

Figure 30. Overnight return binary target feature importance

4.4.5 Correlations and features chosen

Correlations between most informative features are shown in Figure 31. Correlations
are used to spot some possibly redundant features. Highly correlated features
commonly hold much of the same information and therefore leaving one of the highly
positively/negatively correlated features out of the model will reduce model complexity
and noise, as most variables are likely to include some noise to the model. For
example, S&P 500 and Dow Jones ranges have a correlation coefficient of 0.97 and
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two spreads have a correlation coefficient of 0.98. Including both in the model is most
likely unnecessary. The use of correlation adjusted random forest importance pushes
variables with high correlation more important which is a bit problematic. However, the
results were also checked with regular random forest feature importance and in most
cases the same variables were the most important.

Figure 31. Predictor correlations

Variables chosen for each target variable based on feature informativity and
redundancy are listed in Figure 32. Y-axis is separated into three sections, one for
each target threshold. Colours represent different return types. In open-to-open and
intraday returns binary target has the least predictors due to couple of range variables
and technical indicators being informative in multiclass targets. The extreme target with
+/- 1 percent target has most predictors. Different predictors between the two
multiclass targets are CAD and S&P 500 ranges. Open-to-open and intraday return
binary target has total of ten predictors, +/- 0.5 percent target has 15 predictors and +/1 percent target has 17 predictors. Overnight return’s binary target has just five
predictors.
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Figure 32. Chosen predictors
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5. MODELS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this chapter the theoretical framework of neural networks is discussed, and different
classification performance metrics are examined. The chapter focuses on theories,
algorithms and metrics which will be implemented in the thesis and therefore will not
cover those aspects of neural networks or classification performance metrics that are
not relevant for the thesis.

5.1 Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks are inspired by biological neurons which receive electrical
impulses from other neurons, and fire their own response based on the impulses.
These neurons are, at least in some parts of the human brain, in consecutive layers.
(Geron 2017) Artificial neural networks work similarly as biological neurons, they get
some inputs and based on the inputs they produce an output. In more detail, artificial
neural networks multiply each input with a weight.
Biological neurons learn by changing the strengths of the neurons’ connections based
on some external stimuli. Artificial neural networks learn by changing the weights of
the inputs to produce more accurate input-output pairs, much like biological neurons
learn by changing the connection strengths. (Aggarwal 2018) In Figure 33 are shown
example of biological and neural networks.

Figure 33. Neural network example (Aggarwal 2018), figure (a) is from
https://science.education.nih.gov/supplements/webversions/BrainAddiction/guide/lesson2-1.html

After a neuron receives these weighted inputs, its sums them and applies some
function on the summed result. These functions are called activation functions and are
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discussed in section four. The main point of the activation function is to provide some
non-linearity to the network. After the activation function, the output gets passed further
on the network in a similar manner until it reaches the output node. This whole process
is referred to as a feedforward phase. (Aggarwal 2018) In Figure 34 is shown how a
neural network architecture could look like. Each line represents a connection and has
its own weight. Hidden layers are the layers between the input and output layers.

Figure 34. Neural network architecture (Aggarwal 2018)

The output result is then compared to the actual result and the weights are updated
based on the error. The updating of the weights is done using backpropagation
algorithm, which is discussed in the next section. Neural network architecture can
consist of multiple hidden layers and each layer can have multiple units (there can be
multiple output nodes too). In theory, neural network with enough units and non-linear
activation functions can learn any function. (Aggarwal 2018)

5.1.1 Backpropagation

Backpropagation algorithm is the key to learning in neural networks. After the network
has computed the feedforward result, the network needs to compute backwards the
gradient of the loss function with respect to the weights of the network. First the partial
derivative of the loss function with respect to the output(s)

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑜

needs to be calculated.

Then the gradient of the output with respect to the activation function is computed as
𝑔𝑎𝑙 = 𝑔𝑙+1 ⨀ 𝜙 ′ (𝑧𝑙 )
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𝜕𝐿

where 𝑔𝑙+1 = 𝜕𝑜 are the gradients of the loss function with respect to the output, ⨀
means elementwise multiplication and 𝜙 ′ (𝑧𝑙 ) is the derivative of the activation function
used in the output neuron. Notation

𝑎𝑙

means activation function in the current layer

and 𝑔 refers to the gradients, so 𝑔𝑎𝑙 are the gradients of the current layer’s output with
respect to current layer’s activation function. Next the gradients of the weights are
calculated as
𝑔𝑤𝑙 = 𝑊𝑙 𝑔𝑎𝑙

(10)

where 𝑔𝑎𝑙 are the previously gained gradients and 𝑊𝑙 are the weights used in the
feedforward phase to gain the values 𝑧𝑙 . (Aggarwal 2018) This process is then
repeated backwards through the network using previous 𝑔𝑙 as 𝑔𝑙+1 in Equation 9 until
all the gradients have been computed.

Going through the network and multiplying the local derivatives is vulnerable to
gradient vanishing and explosion. Gradient vanishing means that in deep networks the
gradients in the first layers become exponentially small while explosion means that the
same gradients become exponentially large. This happens because backpropagation
is a series of multiplications of the local derivatives, and if local derivatives are below
one then the gradients tend to get exponentially smaller. If local derivatives are larger
than one, then the gradients will explode. (Aggarwal 2018, 28) There are some
methods to address these issues, and some of these methods will be discussed in
sections five and six.

After calculating the gradients, the weights are updated by some rule. Gradient descent
works by multiplying the gradients of the weights with some learning rate and
subtracting that from the current weights. Subtraction is used instead of addition
because the goal is to find the minimum of the loss function, and a function decreases
fastest when going to the direction of the negative gradients. The gradients of the
weights are summed over all the observations in the batch before the update. If only
one observation is used to update the weights, then the algorithm is called stochastic
gradient descent. Gradient descent formulas are presented below:
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𝑛

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝐿𝑖
=∑
𝜕𝑊
𝜕𝑊

(11)

𝑖=1

𝑊 =𝑊−𝛼

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑊

(12)

In the Equation 11 gradients of 𝑛 observations are summed and in the Equation 12 the
weights are updated based on the gradients and the learning rate 𝛼. (Aggarwal 2018)
The process of feedforward phase and backpropagation to update the weights is done
multiple times, and each round is called an epoch. In this thesis Adam optimization
algorithm is used to update the weights. The algorithm is presented in the next section.

5.1.2 Optimization algorithm

Adam optimization algorithm is based on two earlier algorithms, AdaGrad and
RMSProp. Kingma & Ba (2015) present the algorithm in five equations:
𝑚𝑡 = 𝛽1 𝑚𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽1 )𝑔𝑡

(13)

𝑣𝑡 = 𝛽2 𝑣𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛽2 )𝑔𝑡2
𝑚𝑡
𝑚
̂𝑡 =
1 − 𝛽1𝑡
𝑣𝑡
𝑣̂𝑡 =
1 − 𝛽2𝑡

(14)

𝑊𝑡 = 𝑊𝑡−1 − 𝛼

𝑚
̂𝑡
√𝑣̂𝑡 + 𝜀

(15)
(16)
(17)

where 𝑔𝑡 are the gradients, 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are decay rates, 𝑡 is the current epoch, 𝛼 is a
learning-rate and 𝜀 is a very small parameter. Equations 13 and 14 are exponential
moving averages of the gradients and squared gradients. Parameters 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 control
how much weight is given to new gradients, or what is the decay rate of the moving
averages. At first 𝑚0 and 𝑣0 are initialized as zeros, which makes the exponential
moving averages biased towards zero during the first few epochs. Therefore both 𝑚𝑡
and 𝑣𝑡 are adjusted in the Equations 15 and 16 using 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 parameters in the
power of the current epoch. As both parameters are less than zero, the more epochs
have been taken the less of an effect this adjustment has. (Kingma & Ba 2015)
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Equation 17 is the weight update rule. At the beginning of the optimization and when 𝜀
is very small, the step (weight update) will be ≈ ±𝛼 because √𝑣̂𝑡 ≈ 𝑚
̂ 𝑡 and the
gradients are much larger than 𝜀. Values √𝑣̂𝑡 and 𝑚
̂ 𝑡 are not exactly the same because
different decay rates are used to compute them. When closing on an optimum, the rate
̂𝑡
𝑚
√𝑣̂𝑡 +𝜀

tends to be smaller because the gradients will be small and therefore close to 𝜀

or smaller than it. This means that at early stages of optimization the step will be
approximately 𝛼 but it will automatically get smaller as an optimum is approached.
(Kingma & Ba 2015) In their experiments Kingma & Ba (2015) found out that Adam
outperformed AdaGrad, SGDNesterov, AdaDelta and RMSProp algorithms when
using logistic regression, multilayer neural network and deep convolutional neural
network.

5.1.3 Loss function

Loss function is the function minimized during training. In this thesis loss functions used
are binary and categorical cross-entropies. Binary cross-entropy is calculated as:
𝑛

− ∑ 𝑦𝑖 ∗ log(𝑦̂𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) ∗ log(1 − 𝑦̂𝑖 )

(18)

𝑖=1

where 𝑦𝑖 is the true class of 𝑖th observation, 𝑦̂𝑖 is the probability predicted by the model
for the same observation and 𝑛 is the number of observations. This formulation
assumes that target labels are zeros and ones, which assures that the other half of the
summation is always zero. After the cross entropy is summed over each observation,
a minus sign is added because logarithm of numbers below zero are always negative
and gradient descent minimizes the loss. Categorical cross-entropy is calculated as:
𝑛

𝑀

− ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑐𝑖 log(𝑦̂𝑐𝑖 )

(19)

𝑖=1 𝑐=1

where 𝑦𝑐𝑖 is the true binary representation (0 or 1) of observation 𝑖 belonging to class
𝑐 and 𝑦̂𝑐𝑖 is the predicted probability of observation 𝑖 belonging to class 𝑐. 𝑀 is the
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number of classes and 𝑛 is the number of observations. Categorical cross-entropy is
not a perfect loss function for the thesis because it gives equal weight for buying/selling
observations misclassified to neutral class and buying/selling observations
misclassified to the opposite class. If classes are weighted, then 𝑦𝑐𝑖 log (𝑦̂𝑐𝑖 ) is
multiplied with the weight of the class 𝑐.

5.1.4 Activation functions

In the thesis three activation functions are used: tanh, ReLu and Elu, which can be
seen in Figure 35 in that order from left to right. In this section these activation functions
are discussed.

Figure 35. Activation functions

Sigmoid function was one of the first activation functions used in neural networks due
to its squashing property (all outputs fall into certain range, in the case of sigmoid
between zero and one). However, tanh function is preferred over sigmoid function
because it has mean of zero, whereas sigmoid has a mean of 0.5. This makes the
sigmoid activations saturate (be near minimum or maximum) with small weight
initializations (Glorot, Bordes & Bengio, 2011). Sigmoid function is also more
vulnerable to vanishing gradients because it has a smaller derivative.

Xavier Glorot, Antoine Bordes and Yoshua Bengio were the first ones to implement
ReLu activation on a feedforward neural network in 2011. Rectifier units create sparsity
into the model because all negative values are turned into zeros, which means that the
neuron is turned off. Glorot, Bordes & Bengio (2011) stated that this sparsity can
increase the model’s robustness to small changes due to less entangled weights.
Another advantage of ReLu is that it does not have a vanishing gradients problem
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because its positive side’s derivate always equals to one. Glorot, Bordes & Bengio
(2011) also stated that it is beneficial to use ReLu activation with L1-regularization and
have twice as much neurons as with symmetric activation functions due to sparsity. In
their experiments ReLu performed equally well or better than tanh or softplus
activations. (Glorot, Bordes & Bengio 2011) Its function is as follows:
y = max(0, 𝑥)

(20)

Elu was proposed by Djork-Arne Clevert, Thomas Unterthiner and Sepp Hochreiter in
2016. Elu was designed to overcome one problem with ReLu, the fact that ReLu does
not have a zero-mean. Clevert, Unterthiner & Hochreiter (2016) stated that functions
without zero-mean will introduce bias-shift for units in the next layer. Bias-shift causes
slower learning because the gradient descent needs to also correct the shifts. In their
experiments Elu performed better than ReLu, LReLu, PreLu and SReLu which are all
variants of ReLu. They also found out that using Batch Normalization increased the
test error on Elu function. The formula for Elu is as follows:

{

𝑥
𝛼(exp(𝑥) − 1)

𝑖𝑓 𝑥 > 0
𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≤ 0

(21)

where 𝛼 is a hyperparameter which controls the negative values. (Clevert, Unterthiner
& Hochreiter 2016) Both ReLu and Elu activations were designed for convolutional
neural networks.

5.1.5 Weight initialization

Glorot or Xavier initialization was proposed by Xavier Glorot and Yoshua Bengio in
2010. It is designed for deep networks with symmetric activation functions. Glorot &
Bengio (2010) found out that in deep networks which used small weights as
initialization, the gradients in further layers got smaller than in earlier layers during
training, which might cause slower convergence. They also found out that sigmoid
activation function should not be used with small randomly initialized weights because
activation values in further layers might saturate at the beginning of the training. They
proposed a normalized initialization that worked well with tanh activation function:
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𝑊~𝑈 [ −

√6
√6
,
]
√𝑛𝑗 + 𝑛𝑗+1 √𝑛𝑗 + 𝑛𝑗+1

(22)

where 𝑈 means uniform distribution, 𝑛𝑗 is the size of the previous layer and 𝑛𝑗+1 is the
size of the current layer. (Glorot & Bengio 2010) This is the weight initialization
technique used in the thesis in models using tanh activation.

He-initialization was proposed by Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren and Jian
Sun in 2015. It is designed for deep networks with non-symmetric ReLu or PReLu
activation functions. He, Zhang, Ren & Sun (2015) found out that models using their
initialization with ReLu activation converged faster than the same models with Xavier
initialization. They also found out that using a learnable parameter in ReLu activation
(thus the name PReLu) to control the negative side can improve model accuracy. Their
new initialization method for ReLu and PReLu activations is:

2
2
𝑊~𝑁 [ −√ , √ ]
𝑛
𝑛

(23)

where 𝑁 means normal distribution and 𝑛 is the size of this layer. (He, Zhang, Ren &
Sun 2015) This is the weight initialization used in networks with ReLu or Elu activations
in the thesis. Both weight initialization techniques were designed for Convolutional
Neural Networks.

5.1.6 Batch normalization

Batch Normalization was proposed by Sergey Ioffe and Christian Szegedy in 2015.
The idea behind Batch Normalization is to normalize the input distributions between
the layers. This makes learning the weights easier because the input distribution of
current layer remains roughly the same during training even though previous layers’
weights are updated. It works by normalizing each input vector in the current batch:

𝑥̂𝑘 =

𝑥𝑘 − 𝑥̅𝑘
√𝜎 2 𝑘
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(24)

where 𝑘 is one input vector, 𝑥𝑘 is one observation in the vector, 𝑥̅𝑘 is the mean of the
inputs in this batch and 𝜎 2 𝑘 is the variance of the batch. Then the normalized inputs
are scaled and shifted by:
𝑦𝑘 = 𝛾𝑘 𝑥̂𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘

(25)

where 𝛾𝑘 and 𝛽𝑘 are learnable scaling and shifting parameters for the input vector 𝑘.
This shifting is done to avoid constraining the inputs to be zero-mean. Having zeromean causes most values to be on the linear part of the activation function when
sigmoid activation is used, and half of the values to be zero when ReLu activation is
used. During prediction population mean and variance are used instead of batch ones.
(Ioffe & Szegedy 2015)

Ioffe & Szegedy (2015) found out that Batch Normalization reduces gradient explosion
and vanishing, reduces the need for model regularization and increases the
convergence speed. They normalized the inputs before applying activation function
which is how Batch Normalization is applied in this study also. Models using Elu
activations do not use Batch Normalization in the thesis because Clevert, Unterthiner
& Hochreiter (2016) found out that it decreased their model performances.

5.1.7 Regularization

Nitish Srivastava, Geoffrey Hinton, Alex Krizhevsky, Ilya Sutskever and Ruslan
Salakhutdinov proposed a new regularization technique called dropout for neural
networks in 2014. Dropout works by randomly dropping entire units with their
connections from the network with some probability during training and using the whole
network during prediction. During prediction, the weights of the nodes are multiplied
with probability 𝑝 which is the probability of keeping the node during training. It was
found that dropout reduces complex co-adaptations of units which are caused by units
correcting each other’s mistakes. This is because units cannot rely on the fact that
some other unit always exists. (Srivastava, Hinton, Krizhevsky, Sutskever &
Salakhutdinov 2014) Srivastava, Hinton, Krizhevsky, Sutskever & Salakhutdinov
(2014) found out that dropping units with 50 percent probability was often optimal.
Dropout probability of dropping the unit in the thesis is from 20 to 50 percent.
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More traditional L1 and L2 regularizations work by penalizing the model for having
large weights. According to TensorFlow L1-regularization adds a term of
𝑙

𝜆 ∑|𝑤𝑖 |

(26)

𝑖=1

to the loss function. In the term 𝜆 is a parameter controlling how much regularization
affects the loss, 𝑤𝑖 is a weight and 𝑙 is the number of weights (TensorFlow 2020a).
This term takes absolute values of all weights, sums them up and multiplies the result
with some small value 𝜆. This way the model is penalized for having non-zero weights.
In the thesis models with ReLu activation use L1-regularization as proposed by Glorot,
Bordes & Bengio (2011). L2-regularization is implemented on TensorFlow as follows:
𝑙

𝜆 ∑ 𝑤𝑖2

(27)

𝑖=1

It is the same as L1-regularization but instead of using absolute values, their squares
are used (TensorFlow 2020b). Models with Elu or tanh activation use both
regularizations.

5.2 Model Evaluation

In the thesis binary and categorical cross-entropy are the minimized loss functions and
the metrics used to compare models. Because some models are using regularization
or different class weights, cross-entropies which are compared are not the ones that
are minimized. Instead these cross-entropies are always re-calculated without the
weight penalties or class weights to be able to compare different models.

In addition to binary cross-entropy also area under ROC-curve (AUC) is used to
compare the binary target models. Other measures such as F1-score or metrics
derived from confusion matrix are not used because they provide results from one
probability threshold, 0.5. In the thesis multiple different thresholds are used to make
the trading simulations and therefore AUC is more suitable. It is possible to compute
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F1-score or confusion matrix for many different thresholds, but this would mean custom
code that is not efficient for trying out many models. AUC was already provided by
Keras (Python package) as a metric.

ROC-curve is created by drawing points on a 2D-plane where x-axis is False Positive
rate and y-axis is True Positive rate with different probability thresholds and then
connecting the points with a linear line. ROC-curve is useful in analysing how a
classifier behaves and what probability threshold would be optimal for the classifier
and problem at hand. A random model would be a diagonal line on the graph. (Fawcett
2006) However, comparing many models with ROC-curves is not practical and instead
a single value is needed. Area under ROC-curve is used to compare different
classifiers in the thesis. It represents the probability that a classifier will give a randomly
chosen positive instance higher probability to belong to the positive class than for a
randomly chosen negative instance (Fawcett 2006).

In multiclass models instead of using AUC as an additional measure, area under
precision recall curve is used. It works similarly as the area under ROC-curve, but its
x-axis is recall and y-axis is precision and the interpolation between points is nonlinear. Random model on PR-graph is a vertical line that changes when the class
distribution changes. It is calculated as P/(P+N) where P stands for number of positive
class observations and N for negative class observations. PR-curve is used instead of
ROC-curve when evaluating multiclass models because it is more suitable for
imbalanced datasets. (Saito & Rehmsmeier 2015) Area under PR-curve is not a perfect
measure for multiclass targets because it treats each observation as a binary target,
either the class is buy/neutral/sell or it is not. This is not a desirable feature because
misclassifying buying observation as selling one is more critical than misclassifying it
as neutral. Categorical cross-entropy has similar drawbacks.
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6. MODEL SELECTION

The final models are selected for each of the targets by training and evaluating one
hundred models with randomly selected hyperparameters. Training is done using the
training data while evaluation is done in the validation data. Simulation data is left
untouched. As there are seven different targets left (three for intraday, three for opento-open and one for overnight return), in total seven hundred models are trained. The
models are trained in Python using Keras package.

Training of the models starts with randomly selecting the number of hidden layers, units
per hidden layer and class weights for buying and selling classes for the current model
being trained. In Table 6 are shown how these parameters differ between the targets.
Intraday and open-to-open return targets have the same possible architectures
because they use the same inputs. Overnight return has only binary target which has
the smallest possible architecture because it has the smallest amount of inputs. One
(+/- 1 percent) target has the largest possible architecture because it has the most
inputs, although the difference between +/- 0.5 and +/- 1 percent targets is small. The
first hidden layer has as much or more neurons as there are inputs and the subsequent
layers have as much or less neurons than the previous layer had. Class weights were
implemented for +/- 0.5 percent and +/- 1 percent targets to give more weight for buying
and selling classes due to class imbalance. With class weights of two, +/- 0.5 percent
targets were roughly equally balanced in the training data, and for +/- 1 percent target
this happened with class weights of five.

Target

#Layers

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Class
weights

Binary OC/OO

1-3

10-16

6-10

3-6

1

Binary CO

1-2

5-10

3-5

0

1

Half

1-3

15-20

6-10

4-6

1-2

One

1-3

17-20

6-10

4-6

1-5

Table 6. Neural Network architectures and class weights
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Next step is to choose an activation function for the model. All the neurons (except the
output neuron) use the same activation function. The activation function is randomly
chosen to be either Elu, ReLu or tanh. In Table 7 can be seen how some parameters
differed between the models with different activation functions. These differences are
based on the studies examined in the previous chapter.

Activation

Weight

Batch

Regularization

Bias

Initialization

Normalization

ReLu

He

Yes

L1

0.01

Tanh

Glorot

Yes

L1 + L2

0

Elu

He

No

L1 + L2

0

Initialization

Table 7. Activation function parameter differences

Learning rate, dropout percentage and regularization parameter are randomly chosen
after choosing the activation function. Learning rate is randomly sampled on a
logarithmic scale from 0.001 to 0.05, dropout (dropping probability) is uniformly
randomly sampled from 20 to 50 percent and regularization parameter (same for L1
and L2 regularization) is uniformly randomly sampled from 0.001 to 0.05. Logarithmic
scale was used to sample the learning rate because the rate should be rather small
but sometimes a higher value could be tried.

After choosing all these parameters, the model is trained for 150 epochs. Model
weights are saved on the epoch which results in minimum recalculated cross-entropy
in the validation data. When the training is finished, the process starts all over again
and a new set of parameters are randomly selected for a new model. After one hundred
models with randomly selected parameters are trained for a target, the same process
starts for a different target. The purpose of training different models is to test if some
combination of architecture, activation function and hyperparameters would outperform
others. Parameters are randomly selected instead of trying all the combinations
because there are already 900 different possible models for +/- 1 percent targets when
only model architecture, class weighting and activation function combinations are
considered. In the next sections different models are evaluated by their cross-entropies
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and areas under ROC- or PR-curve and the best models are chosen to be used in the
trading simulation.

6.1 Open-to-close (OC, intraday return)

6.1.1 Binary target

Intraday return binary target model performances are presented in Figure 36.
Differently shaped markers represent different activations functions, different colours
are the number of layers, x-axis is the minimum cross-entropy, y-axis is AUC gained
during this minimum cross-entropy epoch and marker size corresponds to learning
rate. The best models are on the top-left of the graph and worst ones are on the bottomright. It seems that most of the best models have one hidden layer and are using ReLu
activation. Some models with tanh activation and more than one hidden layer are
performing well based on AUC but not that well based on cross-entropy.

Figure 36. Intraday return binary target model performances

Validation and training cross-entropies of the three best models in Figure 36 are
presented in the Figure 37 below. Solid lines are the cross-entropies gained in the
validation data while dotted lines are gained in the training data. Information about the
models is shown in the legend. A stands for activation, D for dropout, Le for learning
rate, La for number of layers, R for regularization parameter and N for total number of
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neurons. Based on the training cross-entropies (dotted lines) the models seem to learn
something very fast (excluding the blue model) but do not really learn anything after
few epochs. This would suggest that the input data provides very little information
about the target and, therefore, there is not much to learn. These three models seem
to be very unstable in the validation data because validation cross-entropy has many
spikes. The blue model has most spikes most likely due to the largest learning rate,
and the red model has the largest difference between training and validation crossentropies most likely due to the smallest regularization parameter. Higher learning rate
can lead to larger spikes because the steps taken by the gradient descent are more
extreme. Large difference between training and validation data suggests overfitting,
that the model learns training data specific characteristics that are not generalizable to
the validation data. Overfitting happens especially when the model is not regularized
because it can have non-zero weights for features that are less important but offer
some use in the training data.

Figure 37. Intraday return binary target best models through epochs

6.1.2 Target with +/- 0.5 percent threshold

Models trained to predict intraday return +/- 0.5 percent target are shown in Figure 38.
In the figure y-axis is the area under PR-curve on the minimum cross-entropy epoch
and size corresponds to selling and buying class weighting. Note that different shapes
of markers represent different activation functions as before. Models with no weighting
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outperform models with weights based on the metrics because weighting
buying/selling classes makes the model predict those classes more often. This results
in poorer performance in the validation data because the validation data has much less
buying and selling observations compared to neutral class than the training data had.
Therefore, using smaller weights for buying/selling classes could improve the loss.
However, this means that the models might get too cautious because test data, which
will be used for the trading simulation, has more buying/selling observations than the
validation data. It is also apparent that models with ReLu activation perform well again.

Figure 38. Intraday return +/- 0.5 percent target model performances

Cross-entropies through epochs in validation and training data of the best models from
Figure 38 are presented in Figure 39. These models were chosen based on both crossentropy and AUC. One additional information W which stands for class weights for the
buying and selling classes is added to the legend. Dotted lines are gained from the
training data and solid lines from the validation data. Now the validation data crossentropies are lower than the training ones. Training data results are worse because
there are relatively much more buying/selling observations in the training data and
these models seem to predict neutral class very often. The models using ReLu
activation have large spikes in the validation data, especially the red model which has
the largest learning rate. The model with tanh activation has a small decreasing trend
in the training data, but it does not reflect to the validation data.
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Figure 39. Intraday +/- 0.5 percent target best models through epochs

6.1.3 Target with +/- 1 percent threshold

The performance of different models on intraday return +/- 1 percent target are
presented in Figure 40. Models with smaller weights (smaller size) perform better due
to rarely predicting selling and buying classes. When predictions were made using
these models with small weights, they almost always predicted the neutral class. Those
models only get good results based on the metrics because they predict the largest
class. Area under PR-curve is a good metric for unbalanced datasets if the target is
binary and the smaller class is labelled as one. Now that the target is multiclass, it

Figure 40. Intraday +/- 1 percent target model performances
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gives too much weight for the neutral class because the predictions are flattened into
either being right or wrong. This gives neutral class considerable weight because by
predicting just the neutral class the model will get high overall precision and recall.
Categorical cross-entropy has similar drawbacks. Therefore, the best model from each
weight class will be examined. These best models are simply chosen based on crossentropy.

Cross-entropies through epochs of the best models from each class weighting are
shown in Figure 41. These models were chosen only based on cross-entropy. Higher
and more stable dotted lines are the training cross-entropies. Models with class
weights of one and two are very similar in the training data. Same applies for models
with weights of four and five. It is hard to decide a good model based on these results
but perhaps a model with higher weights should be chosen as they make more
buying/selling predictions.

Figure 41. Intraday +/- 1 percent target best models through epochs
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6.2 Open-to-open (OO)

6.2.1 Binary target

The performances of open-to-open binary models are presented in Figure 42. Models
with ReLu activation are performing the best as was with intraday return binary target
(Figure 36) but now models with one layer are not dominating. Some models with tanh
activation perform well based on AUC while lose to some models using ReLu activation
based on the cross-entropy.

Figure 42. Open-to-open return binary target model performances

Cross-entropies through epochs of the best three models in Figure 42 are displayed in
Figure 43. These models were chosen based on their cross-entropies and AUCs. The
blue model has the smallest cross-entropy and the other two models have small crossentropies but also AUC at least 0.6. Excluding the spikes, training and validation crossentropies are very similar, so there does not seem to be overfitting. Unfortunately, there
is no real improvement in the validation cross-entropies during the epochs either, so
not much has been learned.
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Figure 43. Open-to-open return binary target best models through epochs

6.2.2 Target with +/- 0.5 percent threshold
Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent target models’ performances are presented in
Figure 44. Models with smaller weights (smaller size) outperform other models as was
with the models predicting same target generated from intraday return (Figure 38). One
model with tanh activation seems to outperform others in terms of cross-entropy.

Figure 44. Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent target model performances
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The best three models’ cross-entropies through epochs are presented in Figure 45.
These models have large spikes in the validation data and there is no real improvement
during the epochs. The model with tanh activation that outperformed other models in
terms of cross-entropy does not provide similar results consistently, instead this small
cross-entropy seems to happen only once on epoch 23. This means that the model
might not generalize well to the test data.

Figure 45. Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent target best models through epochs

6.2.3 Target with +/- 1 percent threshold

Open-to-open return +/-1 percent target models’ performances are presented in Figure
46. These models have the same problem as models with intraday +/- 1 percent target

Figure 46. Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent target model performances
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(Figure 40). Models with smaller weights outperform other models only due to in-proper
metric choices. Therefore, the best models considering only cross-entropy from each
weight class are examined.
Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent target best performing models’ cross entropies
through epochs are presented in Figure 47. The figure is very similar to the one in
intraday return +/- 1 percent target (Figure 41).

Figure 47. Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent target best models through epochs

6.3 Close-to-open (CO, overnight return)

6.3.1 Binary

For overnight return binary target the models trained had one or two layers with
neurons from five to ten and three to five. Otherwise the randomly selected parameters
were the same as with intraday return and open-to-open binary models. In Figure 48
are presented how the different models performed. The performance of the models is
quite poor in general, and in comparison to intraday and open-to-open return binary
models. Anyhow, one model with ReLu activation seems to outperform other models
in terms of AUC (very small circle on the top-left).
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Figure 48. Overnight return binary target model performances

The best three models from the previous figure are presented in Figure 49. These
models were chosen because they had smallest cross-entropies of models with AUC
over 0.5 Models with ReLu and tanh activations have multiple spikes in the validation
data cross-entropy. The model with Elu activation has quite long increasing trend in
the validation data, which means that it is overfitting or that the training and validation
datasets are not from the same distribution. Other models also have small increasing
trends in the validation data which means that if the models learned something during
training, it was not generalizable to the validation data. Not very good predictions can
be expected based on these findings.

Figure 49. Overnight return binary target best models through epochs
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6.4 Selected models

The final models selected for the trading simulation are presented in Table 8.
Target

Activation

Dropout

Learning

Regularization

Rate

#L1

#L2

#L3

Neurons

Neurons

Neurons

Weights

Binary OC

ReLu

25.92

3.19

3.49

16

0

0

1

Binary OO

ReLu

45.03

0.54

3.23

15

9

0

1

Binary CO

ReLu

30.94

0.18

3.52

9

4

0

1

Half OC

ReLu

20.54

0.16

4.5

18

7

0

1

Half OO

Tanh

24.16

4.31

0.51

15

7

6

1

One OC

ReLu

20.33

0.12

4.06

20

6

0

5

One OO

ReLu

29.84

1.17

0.83

20

9

0

4

Table 8. Final models

Intraday return binary model was chosen because it had the second largest AUC and
the second smallest cross-entropy of all the 100 models. The choice for open-to-open
binary model was not as clear as intraday return binary model was. Chosen model had
the smallest cross-entropy. The model chosen for overnight binary target had the
largest AUC by a large margin and the second smallest cross-entropy.

The choice of intraday return +/- 0.5 percent target was not easy because there were
no models that were very good considering both metrics. The chosen model had the
smallest cross-entropy and eleventh largest area under PR-curve. Chosen model for
open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent target had the smallest cross-entropy with quite a
large margin. That model also had eighth largest area under PR-curve.

It was difficult to choose a good model for one percent targets because of poor choice
of evaluation metrics. However, models with class weights of four or five for
buying/selling classes were chosen because those models would make more nonneutral predictions. Chosen model for intraday return +/- 1 percent target had the
smallest cross-entropy and the second largest AUC of the 20 models with class
weighting of five. Chosen model for open-to-open +/- 1 percent target had the smallest
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cross-entropy and the largest area under PR-curve of the 23 models with class weights
of four.

Overall, the models learned in the training data only during the first five epochs which
means that using 150 epochs was an overkill. The weights learned during these first
few epochs were most of the time not generalizable to the validation data, except for
+/- 0.5 percent intraday return target (Figure 39), where also the validation crossentropies decreased during the first few epochs. The models had large spikes in
validation cross-entropies which would suggest that too big learning rates were used,
although similar spikes were not apparent in the training data cross-entropies.
Multiclass models focused much on the neutral class which does minimize the loss
function quite effectively but is not a desired feature of the models. The metrics chosen
for multiclass models were biased towards models that predict neutral class very often,
which made the choice of final multiclass models challenging. Overnight return binary
models learned something during the first few epochs, but this learning only resulted
in worse validation set performance, suggesting that the training and validation
overnight returns do not behave similarly.
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7. TRADING SIMULATION

Trading simulation starts with a capital of 100 units and with the S&P 500 index being
already owned by the investor. Capital of 100 units is used because of its easy
interpretation as percentages. In the thesis the performance of the S&P 500 index is
embodied as SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust (SPY), which is an ETF that follows S&P 500
index. Short selling of the index is implemented as selling SPY and buying ProShares
Short S&P500 (SH), which is an ETF that is inverse of the S&P 500. These ETFs were
chosen because of their practicality as investments. In Figure 50 can be seen the
correlations of the chosen ETFs and S&P 500. As can be seen, the ETFs are highly
positively/negatively correlated with the index and therefore provide suitable tracking
of the index.

Figure 50. Simulation timeseries correlations

Index is bought if the predicted buying probability is above some threshold, and shorted
if the probability is below 1 – threshold. So, the threshold used is symmetrical. Different
outcomes from the predictions are shown in Table 9. Return column refers to the return
gained after the prediction. With binary models, neutral prediction can result from a
prediction that has probability lower than the threshold but higher than 1 – threshold.
With multiclass models, neutral prediction can happen by predicting neutral class or
when the highest predicted probability of the three classes is below the threshold.
Transaction costs were implemented as percentages from 0 to 0.4, although they are
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doubled because each buy/sell action results in two transactions. These percentages
were frequently used in the previous studies as mentioned in the literature review.

Prediction

SPY owned

Transaction costs

Return

Buy

Yes

No

SPY

Buy

No

Selling SH and buying SPY

SPY

Sell

Yes

Selling SPY and buying SH

SH

Sell

No

No

SH

Neutral

Yes

No

SPY

Neutral

No

No

SH

Table 9. Prediction outcomes

7.1 Binary models

Intraday return binary model performance in trading simulations with different
transaction costs and probability thresholds for decision making is presented in Figure
51. Transaction costs were implemented as percentages and are shown in the legend.
The red line presents capital gained by buy & hold strategy, which is 98,99 by the end
of the simulation period. Each of the dots on the lines represent the resulting capital
gained by one probability threshold and transaction cost combination.

Figure 51. Intraday return binary model results
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The model performs poorly when high transaction costs are implemented and 50
percent probability threshold is used, but the performance increases as the threshold
is increased. The model performs better on all transaction costs when the threshold is
increased from 50 to 56 percent and on medium/high transaction costs when the
threshold is further increased to 65 percent. Better performance while using higher
probability thresholds was anticipated as fewer transactions are made. However, larger
return gotten from increasing the probability threshold is not guaranteed as can be
seen, for example, on probabilities from 65 to 69. Many higher thresholds gain the
same profit which is due to making only a couple of predictions. Best performance
when transaction costs were included was gained with 91 and 92 percent thresholds
but these thresholds result in very few transactions and, therefore, the results might be
dependent on the simulation data and do not generalize well on other datasets.

Every fifth percentage threshold of the binary intraday return model and the buy & hold
strategy are presented on a timeline in Figure 52. In these simulations 0.2 percent
transaction costs were used. All probability thresholds would have been beaten by the
buy & hold strategy if the COVID-19 market fall would have not been in the simulation
data set. All probability thresholds manage to short sell at least a part of this fall. Some
thresholds have decreasing trends while SPY is increasing, which is due to incorrect
short selling. Thresholds larger than 82 percent are identical to the buy & hold strategy
until shorting during the COVID-19 fall. The differences between the thresholds larger
than 82 percent result from shorting different periods during the last two weeks.

Figure 52. Intraday return binary model on a timeline, 0.2% transaction costs
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Intraday return binary model’s accuracy, precision, true positive rate (TPR) and true
negative rate (TNR) calculated using both intraday returns, which were used to train
the model, and open-to-open returns, which were used in the simulation, are shown in
Figure 53. Also, the number of non-neutral predictions and transactions done in the
trading simulation are shown as bars. True positive rate is the number of correct buying
predictions divided by all actual buying signals and true negative rate is calculated in
the same way for selling predictions. Precision is the number of correct buying
predictions divided by all buying predictions. Number of predictions and transactions
are on the left y-axis and presented as overlaying bars. Separate bars are used
because a transaction happens only when a buying prediction is followed by a selling
prediction on the next day and vice-versa, while buying/selling predictions can happen
more often. Metrics are presented on the left y-axis and dashed lines with stars as
markers are the intraday scores of the same colour open-to-open return metric.

Figure 53. Intraday return binary model statistics

The model has much better TPR than TNR because it predicts buying signals more
often than selling ones. TPR grows when predicting more buying than selling signals
because the number of true buying signals will most likely increase while the number
of false selling signals will most likely decrease. For example, if the model would
suddenly make 100 buying predictions more than before, the TPR would increase even
if 99 of those predictions were wrong (assuming that the number of false selling
predictions stays the same or decreases) because TPR only addresses how many of
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all buying signals are caught. In the same scenario precision would decrease
considerably.

With a threshold larger than 64 percent the model makes less than 24 transactions in
the whole simulation period, which means less than one transaction per month (though
the transactions are not distributed evenly among months). None of the metrics have
an improvement from threshold 50 to 56 which suggest that the increase in resulting
capital (Figure 51) on the same thresholds comes from having twice less transactions
instead of increased model performance. Model accuracy and precision using intraday
returns increase from threshold 56 to 76 but similar increase is not apparent in the
open-to-open return metrics which were used in the simulation. Perhaps always selling
SPY or SH at closing time would make the model perform better due the increase in
accuracy but this kind of strategy would mean two transactions per day every day.
Transaction costs would probably deplete the profit.

Open-to-open binary model results with different probability thresholds and transaction
costs are presented in Figure 54. This figure is similar to the one with intraday return
model (Figure 51). Increasing probability threshold from 50 to 64 increases the returns
gained especially if transaction costs are high, and almost always increasing the
threshold increases the returns. The largest return is gained on thresholds from 85 to
88 percent, although as mentioned before, these results might not generalize well. The
last few thresholds are identical to the buy & hold strategy.

Figure 54. Open-to-open return binary model results
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Every fifth threshold of open-to-open return binary model are presented on a timeline
in Figure 55. In these simulations 0.2 percent transaction costs were used. All
thresholds would have lost to the buy & hold strategy without the COVID-19 market
fall. Short selling the last few observations results in a lot of profit and the best
performing thresholds are otherwise identical to the buy & hold strategy, except that
they short sell the last week or two. Thresholds larger than 73 percent are identical to
the buy & hold strategy until COVID-19 and as was with intraday results, the
differences between them are due to different shorting periods during the last two
weeks.

Figure 55. Open-to-open return binary target model on a timeline, 0.2% transaction costs

Accuracy, precision, true positive rate, true negative rate, number of non-neutral
predictions and number of transactions of the open-to-open return binary model are
shown in Figure 56. This model is also heavily biased towards buying signals because
TPR is much higher than TNR. Binary models are biased towards buying signals
because the predictors appear to not provide much information about the target, and
it is safer to predict buying class because there are more buying observations than
selling ones. This model does not seem to perform much better in terms of the metrics
when thresholds are increased, so the profit from increasing threshold comes from
fewer transactions. The average of all predictions (probabilities) the model made
during simulation period (that is 510 predictions) is 60.22 and only 14.31 percent of the
predictions had a probability of less than 50 percent. This leads to very few selling
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predictions quite fast when the threshold is increased. However, having small amount
of selling predictions is beneficial on average as the index is often increasing.

Figure 56. Open-to-open return binary model statistics

Because overnight return models did not seem to learn generalizable weights during
model testing (Figure 49), a separate simulation where only overnight returns are
predicted is not created. Instead intraday and overnight models are combined in a
simulation where predictions are not only made during opening or closing time, but at
both times. Prediction to short or long the index at opening time is made using the
intraday model, while prediction to short or long the index at closing time is made using
the overnight model. Probability thresholds used are the same for both intraday and
overnight return models. This model is hereon called as hybrid model.

Hybrid model results are presented in Figure 57. When transaction costs and low
probability thresholds are used, the whole capital gets depleted by the transaction
costs because it is possible to have four times the transaction percentage as a cost for
one day. Increasing the threshold from 50 to 62 percent and from 65 to 74 percent
increases returns with all transaction costs. Largest return is gained on thresholds from
71 to 73 and from 91 to 97.
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Figure 57. Hybrid model results

Every fifth threshold of the hybrid model is displayed on a timeline in Figure 58. In the
simulations 0.2 percent transaction costs were used. One of the best performing
thresholds of 71 percent manages to outperform buy & hold strategy most of the time,
although the final difference is larger than the difference was most of the time during
the simulation. That is once again due to COVID-19.

Figure 58. Hybrid model on a timeline, 0.2% transaction costs

Hybrid model statistics are shown in Figure 59. Now the metrics are separated for
intraday and overnight returns and there are twice as many predictions at 50 percent
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threshold due to predicting twice a day. Overnight precision stops at 53 percent
thresholds because the overnight model never predicts buying with over 54 percent
certainty. The intraday return model is biased towards buying while the overnight model
is biased towards selling predictions. This is because overnight training data returns
had more selling observations than buying ones due to over 200 observations being
classified as selling signals, while they actually were zero-return. The variation of
overnight returns is small in the training data, and because there are more selling
observations, the model learned to predict selling more often. Because of this, after
the threshold of 53 percent, the hybrid model is as intraday return model, except that
the hybrid model sometimes shorts the index for a night. This strategy could work better
if the accuracy of the models were not very poor. Only binary intraday return model
has improvements in the metrics when thresholds are increased.

Figure 59. Hybrid model statistics

7.2 Models predicting target with +/- 0.5 percent threshold
Intraday return +/- 0.5 percentage target model’s performance is shown in Figure 60.
Different probability thresholds than with binary models are used because with three
classes the predicted class could have a probability as small as 33.34 percent. This
model manages to outperform buy & hold strategy with all transaction costs when the
threshold is increased to 51 percent. Increasing the threshold from 34 to 45 percent
surprisingly does not make a big difference. Perhaps observations above and below
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+/- 0.5 percent are easier to separate than simply positive and negative observations,
and there are not that many border cases. Largest profit is gained with a threshold of
57 percent but as mentioned with other models, this might be test data dependent.

Figure 60. Intraday return +/- 0.5 percent model results

Some of the probability thresholds of the previous model are presented on a timeline
in Figure 61. Threshold of 57 percent manages to outperform buy & hold before
COVID-19, although it is identical to the buy & hold strategy over half of the simulation.
This good performance seems to be due to at least one profitable shorting period
before COVID-19. Rest of the thresholds that outperformed buy & hold strategy
manage do to so only by shorting during COVID-19.

Figure 61. Intraday return +/- 0.5 percent model on a timeline, 0.2% transaction costs
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Classification metrics and the number of transactions and predictions of the same
model are presented in Figure 62. The model makes less than 40 transactions even
with the smallest threshold used. The model is more biased towards buying than selling
class but less so than the binary intraday model (Figure 53). There are no big
differences between intraday and open-to-open return metrics. Similar profits on
thresholds from 34 to 45 are due to having almost the same amount of predictions,
which results from the model being rarely less than 45 percent certain of buying/selling.
All metrics are increasing from threshold 45 to 60. This was also seen as a sharp
increase on Figure 60. At the best performing threshold of 57 percent, the model makes
45 predictions and only nine transactions during the whole simulation.

Figure 62. Intraday return +/- 0.5 percent model statistics

Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent target model’s performance with different
probability thresholds and transaction costs are shown in Figure 63. The model does
not perform very well and increasing probability thresholds does not increase profit,
instead increasing the thresholds decreases the returns below buy & hold strategy for
a while. The model is identical to buy & hold strategy with probability thresholds above
45, which means that it is never more than 45 percent certain of buying/selling.
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Figure 63. Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent model results

Some of the thresholds of the same model are presented on a timeline in Figure 64.
Only two lines other than buy & hold are visible because thresholds 34 and 38 are the
same (can be seen from the previous figure) and threshold 46 is the same as buy &
hold strategy. The model outperforms buy & hold strategy with the first few thresholds
due to COVID-19 short selling.

Figure 64. Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent model on a timeline, 0.2% transaction costs

Statistics gained with the same model in the simulation data can be seen from Figure
65. The model makes only 13 transactions with the lowest thresholds which means
that it has learned to mainly predict the neutral class. This is unfortunate and tells that
the multiclass classification metrics used were not optimal, as this model had by far
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the smallest cross-entropy of open-to-open +/- 0.5 percent models trained in the
previous chapter.

Figure 65. Open-to-open return +/- 0.5 percent model statistics

7.3 Models predicting target with +/- 1 percent threshold

Intraday return +/- 1 percent target model performance with different probability
thresholds and transaction costs is shown in Figure 66. Increasing the threshold to 45
percent results in largest profit, although the increase from 34 to 45 is not linear.
Probability thresholds above 56 are identical to the buy & hold strategy.

Figure 66. Intraday return +/- 1 percent model results
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Performance of the same model on a timeline when 0.2 percent transaction costs were
used is shown in Figure 67. Multiple thresholds manage to outperform buy & hold
strategy clearly even before the COVID-19 market fall. Most thresholds do not manage
to short sell the COVID-19 fall or only manage to short sell one day of it. Smallest
thresholds have long decreasing trends while the index is increasing. This is the
biggest drawback of using +/- 1 percent target. When the model decides to short, it can
only end the short selling position when it predicts over one percent increase on the
index. This results in short positions which are kept for long periods and are not
profitable in the long run. These extreme +/- 1 percent targets would be better with
different strategies where more classes are used, similarly as Lohrmann and Luukka
(2018) did in their study. For example, different strategies using five classes of [-inf, 1], [-1, -0.5], [-0.5, 0.5], [0.5, 1] and [1, inf] where the middle class is neutral one might
perform better.

Figure 67. Intraday return +/- 1 percent model on a timeline, 0.2% transaction costs

In

Figure

68

are

shown

the

same

model’s

metrics

and

number

of

predictions/transactions. The gap between TPR and TNR is smaller than in intraday
return binary (Figure 53) and +/- 0.5 percent (Figure 62) models with small thresholds,
but TPR increases as the thresholds are increased. It is notable that this model makes
more predictions than +/ -0.5 percent model (Figure 62) which is due to using class
weight of five in this model. Higher class weights make the model predict buying and
selling classes more often. With a threshold of 45 percent, which is associated with the
highest profit, the model makes 24 transactions. Only TPR has considerable increase
from threshold 34 to 45.
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Figure 68. Intraday return +/- 1 percent model statistics

Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent target model’s performance on different probability
thresholds and transaction costs is shown in Figure 69. Increasing the threshold does
increase the returns but the increase in not linear and there are multiple thresholds
with the same return. The model has the largest profit on thresholds from 64 to 73
while thresholds over 79 percent result in buy & hold strategy.

Figure 69. Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent model results

In Figure 70 is shown how the model performs on a timeline when 0.2 percent
transaction costs are used. The effect of short selling for long time can be seen more
clearly than with intraday +/- 1 percent model (Figure 67). Most thresholds have
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shorted the index for almost the whole simulation period. Best performing thresholds
are identical to the buy & hold strategy until shorting during COVID-19.

Figure 70. Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent model on a timeline, 0.2% transaction costs

In Figure 71 are shown the statistics of the model. The model is biased towards selling
class which can be seen from TNR being much larger than TPR. This is the opposite
behaviour than what was seen with all the other models and a bit surprising as the
amount of buying and selling observations is roughly equal in the training data (Figure
17). Intraday return +/- 1 percent model (Figure 68) was biased towards buying class
although there were roughly equal amount of buying and selling observations in
intraday return +/- 1 percent target too. Short selling positions that are kept for long
periods are the result of the model being biased towards selling class.

Figure 71. Open-to-open return +/- 1 percent model statistics
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7.3 Summary

Binary intraday and open-to-open return models were biased towards the buying class
and predicted it more often than the selling class. This was most likely the result of
having more buying than selling observations in the training data. Being biased
towards the buying class was not a big problem because the index was increasing
most of the time. Binary overnight return model was biased towards the selling class
due to having more selling observations in the training data.

Open-to-open return binary model had accuracy and precision of about 50 percent with
all probability thresholds, so it was not more accurate than guessing. Intraday return
binary model had both accuracy and precision of over 60 percent when intraday return
was predicted and when the probability threshold was also above 60 percent.
However, during the simulations (and in real life) open-to-open return was the actual
return gained, and the accuracy of the binary intraday return model on open-to-open
returns was about 50 percent before increasing the probability threshold to 60. After
the increase, the accuracy was less than 50 percent. The binary overnight model had
very poor accuracy which partly denied the positive effect of the intraday model
accuracy when the hybrid model was used. The hybrid model also suffered from high
transaction costs due to making one prediction with a model that was biased towards
buying class and another prediction with a model that was biased towards selling class,
per day.

Binary models performed better when probability thresholds were increased from 50
to 60-64 percent. This was especially true when medium or high transaction costs were
used. Model accuracies and precisions calculated from open-to-open returns did not
improve when the thresholds were increased, which means that the larger returns
resulted from making fewer transactions. Fewer transactions lead to smaller
transaction costs, and because the models were biased towards buying class, they
owned the index for longer periods which was beneficial on average, as the index was
increasing. Very high thresholds performed well even with high transaction costs.
Trading simulations with these high probability thresholds were otherwise identical to
the buy & hold strategy, but they shorted during COVID-19. However, very high
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thresholds resulted in only a few transactions and therefore the results are dependent
on the test data. Most models managed to short sell at a least part of the COVID-19
market fall which suggests that the models might have learned something during the
financial crisis and were able to generalize that to the COVID-19 market fall.

Increasing the probability threshold for a few percentages when using multiclass
models did not result in big differences, mostly because the thresholds resulted in
almost the same amount of predictions. This suggests that the models did not have as
many border observations as the binary models had. Models predicting +/- 0.5 percent
target were biased towards buying class but less so than the binary models. The gap
between TPR and TNR was even smaller on models predicting +/- 1 percent target.
Surprisingly, the open-to-open return +/- 1 percent model was more biased towards
the selling than the buying class. The models predicting +/- 1 percent targets shorted
the index for too long periods because the only way they can reverse the shorting
decision is by predicting over one percent increase in the index. Intraday return
multiclass models performed better than the open-to-open return ones. Intraday return
+/- 1 percent model made more non-neutral predictions than the intraday +/- 0.5
percent model because of using weights for the buying and selling classes during
training. Multiclass models performed better than the binary models when lowest
probability thresholds and medium or high transaction costs were used. Multiclass
models were quite different form each other while the results from binary models
looked similar.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has three sections. In the first section summary of all other results than
the ones presented in the previous few pages are discussed. Answers to the research
questions are given in the second section. Third and final section of the thesis consists
of limitations and possible future work.

8.1 Summary of the results

Data visualization of the explanatory features revealed that the exchange rates
behaved differently during the thesis timeframe, the variation in intraday returns shifted
to overnight returns. It was also found that S&P 500 overnight returns behaved
differently in the trading simulation data compared to other data, which was
problematic for model performance. Overnight returns had only few observations
above/below +/- 0.5 percent, so the middle and extreme targets from overnight returns
were discarded.

Overnight returns from few indices, especially from Nasdaq and STOXX 50, were the
most informative features for binary and multiclass targets, excluding overnight binary
target where the spreads of the treasuries were the most informative. In addition to the
overnight returns, technical indicators and VIX range were concluded as informative
features for the multiclass targets based on the feature selection methods. Same
methods suggested that the features used in the thesis were not very informative about
S&P 500 close-to-close returns. This suggests that overnight information might affect
the returns of the next trading day while previous intraday returns were not considered
as informative for the returns of the next trading day. Previous intraday returns could
be informative for overnight returns currently, but in the training data S&P 500
overnight returns did not vary that much. This did change in the trading simulation data,
so intraday returns could be informative about overnight returns if data starting from
2018 is examined. Anyhow, close-to-close return targets were not considered for
further analysis in the thesis.
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It was found that multiclass metrics, categorical cross-entropy and area under PRcurve, were not optimal for choosing the best multiclass models because they gave
too much weight for models predicting neutral class often and, therefore, models with
higher class weights for buying and selling classes were chosen to be used in the
trading simulation. All the models seemed to learn very little if any information even in
the training data which suggests that the features used were simply not very
informative about the S&P 500 index return.

8.2 Resulting conclusions

The research questions of the study were:

1. Can trading strategies based on predicting a multiclass target be more profitable
than strategies based on predicting a binary buy/sell target?

2. Can trading strategies based on probability thresholds be more profitable than
strategies in which trading actions are always made by choosing the action with
highest probability?

3. Does it matter which kind of return is used as a target for the prediction or do they
all result in similar performance?

The answer to the first question depends on the transaction costs and probability
threshold used. When the lowest possible probability thresholds were used, simulation
results without transaction costs are mixed but results with medium or high transaction
costs are better for all multiclass models due to making fewer transactions. When using
best performing thresholds and 0.2 percent transaction costs, intraday return
multiclass models outperform binary ones while open-to-open return multiclass models
fail to do so. The final answer to the first research question is:

Trading strategies with multiclass targets perform better than binary ones when
transaction costs and lowest probability threshold are used. Otherwise the results are
not clear.
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In the previous chapter it was seen that on all binary models increasing the probability
threshold for decision making increased the gained return, especially if transaction
costs were high. For binary models without transaction costs, it is beneficial to increase
the threshold for a few percentages to get rid of the most unclear observations. When
using transaction costs, it was more profitable to increase the threshold to near 60 or
70 percent even though the model metrics did not really increase. The profit was
gained from fewer transactions and, therefore, smaller transaction costs and from
owning the index longer. One reason for gaining larger returns when increasing the
probability threshold is that the models were not accurate. With more accurate models
similarly increasing the threshold might not be as clearly more profitable.

For multiclass targets, increasing the probability thresholds can result in larger returns
but the results were inconsistent, and when increasing the threshold did result in larger
returns, the benefit was not as clear as it was with binary models. This could be
because multiclass models have less unclear observations on the class borders. The
answer for the second research question is:

Increasing probability threshold for decision making on binary models seems to be
profitable, especially if the models are not highly accurate and if transaction costs are
used. For multiclass targets, the results are not clear.

The answer for the third research question is most likely target index dependent.
Because overnight returns from other indices were the most informative variables
based on the feature selection methods, using close-to-close return as a target seems
worse option than using open-to-open or intraday returns. Overnight returns did not
vary much during the training period, and the models trained to predict overnight
returns had poor performance. Multiclass intraday return models performed better than
the open-to-open ones, but this might be due to choosing incorrect models as the
evaluation metrics were not optimal. Another reason for poorer open-to-open return
model performance might be the different behaviour of overnight returns than the
models were used to in the training data. Using separate models for intraday return
and overnight return prediction resulted in poor results with transaction costs and low
probability thresholds due to making many transactions. However, when no transaction
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costs were used and 62 percent threshold was chosen, hybrid model had the largest
profit of all models. The final answer to third research question is:

In the S&P 500 index close-to-close return should not be used as a target at least in
the timeframe used in the thesis due to poor predictor informativity. Overnight returns
should not be used as a target in the timeframe used in the thesis but combining it with
intraday return target after 2018 or when using other indices might be reasonable. For
the other return targets investigated in this study, the results are not clear.

8.3 Limitations and future related work

Limitations of this study begin already from the target index. Overnight returns had
different behaviour in the simulation data which makes predicting any other than
intraday returns challenging. Hence, a more careful choice of the target index or the
timeframe used appears to be crucial to obtain more reliable models. Another limitation
are the predictors used. Even though similar variables were often used in the previous
studies which predicted stock market returns, they do not provide much information
about the target index. However, it should be emphasized that the purpose of this
thesis was not to perfectly predict the index but to compare binary and multiclass
targets and the use of different probability thresholds. Even so, also using sentiment
from news articles or social media forums could be beneficial for future work.

Another limitation is the choice of performance evaluation metrics for the multiclass
models. Metrics used in the thesis clearly favoured predicting the largest class. Better
metrics could be similar, but just ignoring the effect of the largest class. For example,
area under the PR-curve but only calculated using buying and selling classes. Or
perhaps using trading simulation already in the validation data to choose the best
model could be done, this way the choice of the probability threshold would be
validated. One of the limitations was using +/- 1 percent target with neutral class being
in the middle. Better approach would be to use multiple classes as in Lohrmann and
Luukka (2018) to avoid long periods of short selling.

Another limitation of the study is that it does not deeply cover if there is any pattern or
connection between the model’s prediction probability distribution and a threshold that
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would result in better profit than the usual 50 percent threshold. Also, in the study only
symmetrical thresholds were used but choosing different thresholds for different
actions based on the prediction probability distribution could be done in future related
work.

Other future related work could be the use of regression algorithms instead of
classification ones. Maybe standard deviation of the error or some other metric could
be used to create thresholds for decision making also for the regression models. Future
related work could use other predictive models than neural networks because neural
networks perform well when enough data is available, which is not the case with daily
data. Studying probability thresholds or other limits for trading actions has not been
studied much and therefore similar studies with different data would be good to
conduct. This way the results here could potentially be supported.
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